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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The citizens of the Town of Mannsville requested an audit pursuant to 74
O.S. § 212(L). The objectives of the audit included a review of utility
billing, Fire Station grant funds, payroll, general and petty cash
expenditures and possible violations of the Open Meeting and Open
Records Act. The scope of the audit was July 1, 2011 through December
31, 2015.
During our investigation cooperation from the Town was limited and the
Town’s records were disorganized, incomplete, and at times missing.
When records and transactions were available for review they often did
not comply with law, ordinance, policy or best business practices.
Utility Billing (Page 5)
Shonda Barnes did not appear to effectively execute her statutory duties
as the town treasurer in the collection, recording, and depositing of utility
billing revenue. We were unable to locate receipts and billing stubs to
support all transactions tested and several customer postings were not
properly substantiated.

Executive
Summary

Internal controls over the collection and processing of utility revenues
were inadequate and almost non-existent. Utility revenue deposits were
held for days and in some instances weeks. Credit adjustments were
posted to customer accounts without adequate supporting documentation
and all collections receipted and posted did not appear to be deposited.
For the 16 months of utility billing tested, the overall possible loss of
utility billing revenue was at least $10,000.
Grant Activity (Page 22)
A Rural Economic Action Plan Grant, or REAP Grant, of $35,000 was
received by the Town for construction at the Town’s fire station. The
reimbursement process of grant funds was mismanaged, and included
submission of fictitious invoices to the granting agency, fabricated
invoices presented to Johnston County for reimbursement, and
questionable hours submitted to the granting agency for matching cost
and labor.
The final REAP Grant had not been submitted for close-out as of March
2017, leaving more than $3,800 unclaimed by the Town. The overall
questionable costs of these transactions were at least $7,200.
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Payroll and Related Activity (Page 30)
Timesheets and accompanying payroll records were missing,
incomplete, inaccurate, and supervisory approvals were not always
documented. Shonda Barnes, town treasurer, was compensated $1,873
in overtime pay and $1,000 for work done as the town clerk without
proper documentation or approved Town ordinances in place as
required by statute.
Derek Gray, the fire chief, was compensated $2,557 in contract labor
without an official contract with the Town. He was also credited for at
least 57 hours of compensatory time valued at $855, and was paid $202
for nine hours of work before being officially employed with the Town
or the Mannsville Public Works Authority. Gray also appeared to have
been paid two pay checks for the same time period totaling $1,080.
The Town’s payroll taxes were not kept current, and social security
taxes were not withheld for the benefit of Town employees as required.
The overall unearned pay was more than $7,500.
Open Records and Open Meeting Act (Page 48)
Documentation of Open Records requests were not provided precluding
a determination as to whether all request had been fulfilled properly
and in a timely manner.

Executive
SummaryContinued

All but four Board of Trustee meeting minutes were provided, but some
of the minutes did not clearly summarize the proceedings of the
meetings. Executive sessions were entered by the Board for
unauthorized purposes and two unlawful executive sessions were noted.
General Expenditures and Petty Cash (Page 56)
A review of general expenditures, debit card, credit card, and petty cash
transactions resulted in several findings. Numerous purchase orders
were not properly completed, encumbered, or approved; and supporting
documentation was often not provided. It was represented by Shonda
Barnes that some purchase orders had been recreated.
Between March 2012 and December 2015, the town spent more than
$29,000 on food purchases that were not properly supported with
receipts and were not adequately documented as to their municipal
purpose. Almost $15,000 of this was spent at two local food
establishments for “inmate lunches”, a cost that was unallowable per an
established contract with the Oklahoma Department of Corrections and
questionable under state law.
Additional funds were spent on other questionable items including
purchases of electronic related equipment, flowers and garden supplies,
clothing, and two online subscriptions which appeared to have no
documented municipal purpose.
The total questionable expenditures were more than $40,000.
.

Other Issues (Page 82)
In the completion of other audit work, issues were identified that were
determined significant enough to include in our reporting.
The Town had not received their statutorily required annual
independent audit or an agreed upon procedures engagement for five
years. The last agreed upon procedures engagement was filed for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 2011. Not complying with this statutory
requirement also resulted in the loss of almost $8,000 in gas tax
revenue.
Shonda Barnes and a former inmate worker sold at least $2,400 in
scrap metal from MPWA property, with no evidence that the proceeds
had been deposited in the MPWA or Town bank accounts.
Shonda Barnes established an unauthorized petty cash fund, with at
least $900 of Town funds, to be used as an inmate commissary fund to
provide money for the benefit of inmate workers who were assigned to
the Town through an Oklahoma Department of Corrections Public
Works Project. The law does not provide for the use of funds outside
of municipal purposes and the contract with the Department of
Corrections prohibited the providing of money or benefits to inmate
workers.

Executive
SummaryContinued

The Mannsville Volunteer Fire Department maintains a bank account
outside of the authority of the Town and all financial activity of the
Department was not reported to, or approved by the Board. A
questionable cash withdrawal of $2,300 was made from this account
that was not properly documented.
An undocumented cash withdrawal of $254 was made by Shonda
Barnes from the MPWA bank account.
Total possible loss of revenue for other issues was almost $14,000.
Summary
The following pages of this report reflect the details of the individual
transactions that support the findings and concerns addressed in this
executive summary.
The breakdown in the management of the Town’s government, and the
lack of oversight by a majority of the town trustees, appears to have
resulted in a loss of public funds over several years.

September 7, 2017

To the Petitioners and Citizens of the Town of Mannsville:
In accordance with the requirements of 74 O.S. § 212(L), we performed a special audit with
respect to the Town of Mannsville for the period July 1, 2011, through December 31, 2015.
The objectives of our audit primarily included, but were not limited to, the concerns noted in the
citizens petition. The results of the audit are presented in the accompanying report.
Because the procedures of a special audit do not constitute an audit conducted in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards, we do not express an opinion on the account
balances or financial statements of the Town of Mannsville for the period of July 1, 2011,
through December 31, 2015.
The goal of the State Auditor and Inspector’s Office is to promote accountability and fiscal
integrity in state and local government. Maintaining our independence as we provide services to
the taxpayers of Oklahoma is of utmost importance.
This report is a public document pursuant to the Oklahoma Open Records Act in accordance
with 51 O.S. §§ 24A.1, et seq.
Sincerely,

GARY A. JONES, CPA, CFE
OKLAHOMA STATE AUDITOR & INSPECTOR

TOWN OF MANNSVILLE
CITIZENS PETITION REQUEST
DATE OF RELEASE: SEPTEMBER 7, 2017
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Introduction

The Town of Mannsville (hereinafter the “Town”) is organized under the
statutory town board of trustees form of government, as outlined in 11 O.S. §§
12-101, et seq.
11 O.S. § 12-101, reads:
The form of government provided by Sections 11-12-101 through 1112-114 of this title shall be known as the statutory town board of
trustees form of government. Towns governed under the statutory town
board of trustees form shall have all the powers, functions, rights,
privileges, franchises and immunities granted, or which may be
granted, to towns. Such powers shall be exercised as provided by law
applicable to towns under the town board of trustees form, or if the
manner is not thus prescribed, then in such manner as the board of
trustees may prescribe.

The Mannsville Public Works Authority (the “MPWA”) is a public trust
established under 60 O.S. §§ 176 et. seq. The MPWA operates a utility
service providing water, sewer, and garbage to the residents of the Town. The
Town Board of Trustees (hereinafter the “Board”) serves ex-officio as the
Board of Trustees for the MPWA.

Timeline

The initial investigation of the Town of Mannsville began March 19, 2014,
with District Attorney Craig Ladd (“DA Ladd”) requesting 1 the State Auditor
and Inspector’s Office (“SA&I”) “perform an audit” of the Town of
Mannsville, authorized by 74 O.S. § 212(H). On March 28, 2014, DA Ladd
requested SA&I “hold off” on the audit until the concerns to be audited could
be “sorted out”.

Initial
District
Attorney
Request

On September 8, 2014, DA Ladd confirmed that SA&I was to proceed per
the initial audit request. A confirmation email 2 stated, “my preference is that
you would proceed with an audit as requested on March 19, 2014.” It was
agreed that when staff was available SA&I would contact DA Ladd and begin
the engagement.
On November 12, 2014, SA&I staff met with Shonda Barnes, who
represented herself as the “Town Manager” for the Town of Mannsville.
Barnes was presented a copy of the engagement letter 3 that defined the audit
process and the statutory authority of the request by DA Ladd. Barnes signed
and dated the engagement letter as the “Treasurer” and, at that time, agreed to
cooperate with the audit process.

1

See request letter of March 19, 2014 at Exhibit 12, Page 104.
See email at Exhibit 11, Page 103.
3
See Engagement Letter at Exhibit 10, Page 102.
2
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Initial
Contact with
Town
Officials

The following Monday, November 17, 2014, Shonda Barnes and Trustee
Dean Copeland presented the SA&I staff a letter 4 dated November 14, 2014,
alleging that the District Attorney did not request the audit and that at the time
of the initial request, March 2014, SA&I had refused to complete an audit.
Barnes alleged that former State Representative Fred Stanley had spoken with
DA Ladd on behalf of the Town, and was informed that no audit request had
been made.
SA&I staff contacted DA Ladd who acknowledged he had spoken with former
Representative Stanley, but verified he had requested the audit and provided a
second letter confirming his request. 5
Beginning November 20, 2014, the Town was presented with an
administrative subpoena requesting the records needed to proceed with the
investigation. The records were not provided at that time. SA&I postponed the
engagement until February 2015.

Delay of
Requested
Records

On February 5, 2015, SA&I staff met with DA Ladd to discuss the ongoing
difficulties in obtaining records from the Town. It was agreed that subpoenas
would be issued to both Mayor Don Colbert and Town Treasurer Shonda
Barnes for the records not yet received.
A letter 6 was sent to Mayor Colbert, dated February 11, 2015, notifying him
of the continued lack of cooperation by Town officials.

Missing
Records
Recovered

A letter 7 dated April 24, 2015, notified Mayor Colbert that the audit was in a
pending status and that Town officials would be notified when the audit
resumed. The letter assured Mayor Colbert that SA&I would return to
complete the audit.
A letter 8 addressed to SA&I and signed by Mayor Colbert dated May 12,
2015, explained that records thought to be missing had been found. The letter
stated, “I do not have any explanation for this miraculous discovery.” The
letter explained possible reasons for the missing records and that those
involved in taking these files from Town Hall and returning them to the office,
“should be accountable for their actions and should be prosecuted for the
crimes they have committed”.

4

See Town letter at Exhibit 8, Page 100.
See second District Attorney request letter at Exhibit 9, Page 101.
6
See letter at Exhibit 7, Page 99.
7
See letter at Exhibit 4, Page 96.
8
See letter at Exhibit 3, Page 95.
5
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Withdraw of
District
Attorney
Request

On January 7, 2016, former State Representative Stanley called SA&I
representing the “Town of Mannsville”. Per Stanley, a meeting was to be held
with DA Ladd on January 8, 2016, to request that DA Ladd “drop the request
for the audit”. Stanley asked that SA&I postpone the audit for “a week” until
DA Ladd had seen the “written evidence” in regards to the stolen records that
had been returned.
DA Ladd submitted a letter dated January 12, 2016 9, instructing SA&I to
“disregard my previous requests…for an audit”. The letter also stated that
“…a C.P.A. from Oklahoma City, is currently conducting an audit of
Mannsville”. The CPA firm communicated with SA&I that an audit was not
conducted, information which appeared to have been misrepresented to DA
Ladd at the time of the meeting.

Citizen
Petition
Request

In January 2016, following the cancellation of the DA requested audit,
citizens of the Town requested to begin the process of engaging in a Citizen
Petition10 audit, under the authority of 74 O.S. § 212(L). This process was
successfully completed on February 9, 2016, and fieldwork on the citizen
petition engagement began on March 2, 2016.
The audit staff was immediately met with reluctant cooperation and the
unavailability of records. The records that had been previously requested as
far back as November 2014, were still not easily accessible, were not properly
organized, or were not available.

Lack of
adequate
records,
policies,
procedures,
and ordinances.

It was also noted that some bank statements provided had never been opened,
some statements had missing pages, and some entire statements were missing.
Current audit reports were unavailable, the Town had not received an
independent audit since June 30, 2011.
Policies, procedures, and ordinances were also not provided; a note attached
to a box of records stated, “We do not have a policy and procedure book that
we are aware of.” The same note also stated that “The ordinances will be that
of OML, 11 other than those changed, the changes are in the minutes…”.
On July 29, 2016, Barnes was presented a “management representation
letter” 12 requesting that signatures be obtained from all elected officials
attesting to their responsibility for the oversight and management of the Town,
and that officials understood they were responsible to comply with applicable
laws and regulations. The letter was never returned to SA&I.

9

See letter at Exhibit 6, Page 98.
See petition at Exhibit 5, Page 97.
11
Oklahoma Municipal League
12
See management representation letter draft at Exhibit 1, Page 93.
10
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Citizen Petition Defined
In accordance with a “Citizen Petition Request for Special Audit” verified by the
Johnston County Election Board Secretary on February 9, 2016, the Office of the
State Auditor and Inspector conducted an audit of the Town of Mannsville and the
Mannsville Public Works Authority.
The citizens petition defined the period of the audit as July 1, 2011 through
December 31, 2015, and identified the objectives of the audit as:
I.

Review possible misappropriation
collections/payments.

of

funds

in

utility

II.

Review possible misuse of grant funds in the awarding and
construction of the Town’s Fire Station.

III.

Review of possible discrepancies in hiring practices, including
nepotism, payroll, use of town vehicles and travel
reimbursements.

IV.

Review of possible destruction of records along with violations of
the Oklahoma Open Meeting Act and the Oklahoma Open
Records Act.

V.

Review of general and petty cash expenditures, including but not
limited to proper authorization and board approvals.

The Office of the State Auditor was not precluded from examining other records
or issues which we became aware that occurred outside the objectives stated on
the petition.
The results of our inquiry are included in the following report and were prepared
for the citizens and registered voters of the Town, along with officials with
oversight responsibilities. Our report has been provided to District Attorney Craig
Ladd for his review.
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OBJECTIVE I

UTILITY BILLING

Petition Objective

Review possible misappropriation of funds in utility collections/payments.

Summary of Findings:
•

Shonda Barnes did not appear to effectively execute the statutory
duties of town treasurer in the collection and depositing of utility
billing revenue.

•

We were unable to locate computer generated receipts or billing stubs
to support all tested utility transactions. Utility records were not
properly maintained and customer postings were not substantiated by
appropriate supporting documentation.

•

Utility payments posted to customer accounts, per the posting
journals, did not agree with collections deposited in the Mannsville
Public Works Authority bank account. There appeared to be at least
$6,900 in payments posted to customer accounts that were not
deposited.

•

Some utility payments were deposited, but were not posted to
customer’s utility accounts as a payment. Instead, credit adjustments
were applied to the accounts without documented justification or
explanation.

•

We noted more than $3,400 in questionable credit adjustments were
posted to customer utility accounts without proper supporting
documentation or approvals.

•

Some collections initially receipted and recorded as cash were
subsequently posted to customer accounts as check payments. The
cash receipts were deleted from the system and the posted check
payments could not be traced to bank deposit sources, resulting in
funds allegedly received but not deposited.

•

A receipted and posted utility transaction was deleted from the system
or was altered after the fact.

•

Utility revenue deposits were not made daily as required by statute.
Customer payments were held for days, and in some instances weeks.
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Background

•

Internal controls over the processing and reconciling of utility
collections, postings, and deposits were inadequate.

•

It appears that Tina Bryant, former water clerk, received at least
$418.80 of improper credit adjustments to her personal utility billing
account.
The Mannsville Public Works Authority (“the MPWA”) provides water,
sewer, and garbage services for the Town of Mannsville. The Town has
approximately 400 utility customers billed monthly using a two-part
billing statement, a post-card type statement documenting usage, amount
of utility payment due, and due date.
When a customer makes a payment, and presents the billing statement, the
Town reportedly retains one part of the statement, or billing stub, to serve
as a receipt of payment. If billing statement is not presented at the time of
payment, a computer-generated receipt is to be printed from the utility
billing system.
When a receipt is provided at the time of collection, two receipts are to be
printed, one for the customer and one to be maintained by the utility clerk.
The purpose of maintaining a billing stub or payment stub, or issuing and
maintaining a receipt, was to allow the clerk to document the payment
transaction, to show accountability of funds collected, and to support the
recording of a payment to the proper customer utility account. During the
audit, we observed Town employees utilizing both receipting methods.
According to documentation and employee interviews, responsibility for
utility billing activity included the following employees.
Employee
Shonda Barnes
Tina Bryant
Mary Lou Lowery
Amie Ebarb

Finding

Dates Employed
October 2011 - current
July 2012 -February 2014
February 2014 – May 2015
April 2014 – June 2016

Shonda Barnes did not appear to effectively execute the statutory
duties of town treasurer in the collection and depositing of utility
billing revenue.
Although all the above employees did process utility billing collections
during various time periods, the statutory responsibility for the collection
and deposit of funds was with the town treasurer.
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Title 11 O.S. § 12-110 states in part:
The town treasurer shall be an officer of the town. The town
treasurer shall:
1. maintain accounts and books to show where and from what
source all monies paid to him have been derived and to whom
and when any monies have been paid; and
2. deposit daily funds received for the town in depositories as the
board of trustees may designate;

In some, if not most instances, the transactions noted in the findings below
could not be identified with a specific employee. The procedures of the
Town did not require computer passwords, initialing of receipt
transactions, or other controls that would allow for the accountability of
individual utility transactions.
Regardless of such accountability, the responsibility of maintaining
accounts and books, and documenting the source of all monies paid was
with the town treasurer.
Shonda Barnes also represented herself to SA&I staff as the “Town
Manager” and signed documents as the “City Manager”. Mayor Don
Colbert stated that Barnes was the “general manager” and that “everything
that comes through the office comes through Shonda”.
These representations would also suggest that control over utility
collections and deposits were the responsibility of Shonda Barnes.
Finding

We were unable to locate computer generated receipts or billing stubs
to support all tested utility transactions. Utility records were not
properly maintained and some customer postings were not
substantiated by appropriate supporting documentation.
Although we observed both receipting processes utilized in the collection
of utility revenue, the Town was unable to provide printed receipts or
billing stubs to support all utility transactions reviewed.
Utility records that were available were disorganized, daily posting
reports, printed receipts and billing stubs were stored in separate boxes
and binders with no defined filing system.
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It was noted that receipts had also been deleted or removed from the utility
billing system. As shown in the following examples, receipt numbers were
missing from the sequence of receipts stored in the system.

During the month of March 2014, at least 28 receipts, 038043 through
038069, had been removed or deleted from the utility billing system.

Printed copies of some of these receipts were located at Town Hall,
documenting that a receipt had once existed and a transaction had
occurred; but the receipt was not included in the utility billing system
receipt report printed on June 29, 2016.
For example, the printed copy of receipts 38051 and 38054 issued on
March 6, 2014, were located, but as noted above, had been deleted or
removed from the utility billing system.
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An explanation as to why receipts were issued but were subsequently
deleted from the billing system was not provided.
The Town is required to maintain utility billing records in accordance with
11 O.S. § 22-131 which states in part:
A municipal governing body may destroy, sell for salvage or
otherwise dispose of the following papers, documents and
records after the expiration of the specified period of time
following the end of the fiscal year in which the paper, document
or record was created, except as otherwise specified:…Two (2)
years: municipal court warrants, water, sewer, garbage and
utility receipts and statements, which have been previously
audited; inspection records relating to water meters and sewer
inspections; miscellaneous petitions and letters addressed to the
governing body on matters other than pertaining to the items
hereinafter set forth; utility billing ledger or register; utility cash
receipts ledger or register; and utility accounts receivable
ledger or register… [Emphasis added]

An independent audit of the Town of Mannsville has not been performed
since FYE June 30, 2011; therefore, the Town would be required under 11
O.S. § 22-131 to maintain all utility records until audited.
Finding

Utility payments posted to customer accounts, per the posting
journals, did not agree with collections deposited in the Mannsville
Public Works Authority bank account. There appeared to be at least
$6,900 in payments posted to customer accounts that were not
deposited.
Payments posted to customer accounts per the monthly posting journals
were compared to deposits made to the Mannsville Public Works
Authority bank account (“the MPWA account”) for the period July 1,
2013 through June 30, 2014, as well as the months of September and
October of 2014, and July and August of 2015.
Monthly posting journals were printed from the utility billing system for
the 16 months reconciled. The journals documented each utility customer
account in which a transaction was posted during the month and a reported
total of all transactions or collections for the month.
Monthly totals were reconciled to bank deposits to determine if all
collections received and posted had been deposited. In the comparison, it
appears that at least $6,900 was reported collected and posted but not
deposited.
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Comparison of Utility Payments Posted to Bank Deposits
Customer Account Postings
$352,339
Less: Utility Deposits (Net)
($345,377)
Difference: Payments Posted But Not Deposited
$6,962
Examples of questionable transactions that occurred in the collection,
receipting, posting, and depositing of utility payments are noted in the
following findings. Some of these transactions reflect possible
misappropriations of funds.
Finding

Some utility payments were deposited, but were not posted to the
customer’s utility account as a payment. Instead credit adjustments
were applied to the accounts without documented justification or
explanations.
Credit adjustments should only be applied to a customer’s account when
there is a legitimate error in the amount due, collected, or posted. A credit
adjustment made in lieu of an actual payment can indicate a possible
misappropriation of funds has occurred.
The following examples show payments that were deposited but were
never credited to the customer’s account as a payment. Instead, credit
adjustments were applied to the accounts in place of an actual payment.
When funds collected are not recorded in the billing system as a payment,
it removes the accountability for the funds, and increases the potential for
a misappropriation of funds.
Example 1
Customer 458 made a payment of $18 on their
utility account with check 2558 dated March
6, 2014. This check was deposited to the
MPWA bank account on March 7, 2014, but
was never posted to the customer’s account.
Instead a credit adjustment was made to the account on May 5, 2014, to
replace the unrecorded check payment and subsequent late fee. The
original $18 check collection was never accounted for on the customer’s
account history.
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Customer History

Two checks received from the customer were posted to the account; check
2590 was posted on April 7, 2014, and deposited on April 8, 2014 and
check 2620 was posted on May 5, 2014, and deposited on May 7, 2014.
Example 2
Customer 363 made a payment of $47.37 on their utility account with
check 2916 dated March 7, 2014. This
check was deposited to the MPWA bank
account on March 7, 2014, but was never
recorded as a receipt and never accounted
for on the customer’s account history.
A credit adjustment was made to the account on April 7, 2014, in place of
the unrecorded check payment.

Finding

We noted more than $3,400 in questionable credit adjustments were
posted to customer utility accounts without proper supporting
documentation or approvals.
In our review of 16 months of customer account histories, posted utility
payments and corresponding bank deposits, we noted at least $3,400 in
credit adjustments had been posted to customer accounts without proper
supporting documentation or approvals.
When credit adjustments are posted to a customer’s account, the
outstanding balance is reduced. When the credit adjustment is warranted,
the reduction in amount allows the customer’s account to be corrected to
the true balance.
When a credit adjustment is made that is not valid, an account can be
credited, or reduced, even when a payment has been made, allowing for a
possible misappropriation of the actual funds collected.
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Example 1
The billing stub shown at right, for Customer
403.AO, reflects a $90.19 cash payment was
received on account; however, receipt 038088
issued on March 10, 2014, and the customer’s
account history, reflects that a credit adjustment
of $90.19 was posted instead of the cash
payment.

Not posting the payment as cash removes accountability of $90.19 of cash
collected, resulting in cash that does not have to be accounted for.
Example 2
Receipt 038064 reflects that Customer 318 made a cash payment of
$47.37 on March 7, 2014.

The customer’s account history reflects cash receipt 038064 was never
posted. A cash payment from receipt 038588 and an undocumented credit
adjustment were both posted on April 10, 2014, reducing the account
balance to $0.
OKLAHOMA STATE AUDITOR AND INSPECTOR – SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE UNIT
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Not posting or accounting for receipt 038064 removes accountability of
the $47.37, leaving cash that was not accounted for.
Example 3
On August 23, 2013, a credit adjustment of $132.59 was applied to
Account 501, Shonda Barnes daughter’s utility account. The adjustment
was made “per Shonda” as noted in the customer’s account history shown
below.

Before August 23, 2013, the account history reflected no payments had
been posted for more than six months. No explanation was provided to
support the credit adjustment made.
Example 4
On March 10, 2014, a check payment of $47.37 and a credit adjustment of
$3.54 was posted to Account 262, the mother of Mary Lou Lowery, a
former utility clerk.
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The account was credited with a check payment and credit adjustment but
no check could be located in the deposit. Prior to the March 10th posting,
Account 262 had been credited with only cash payments for at least the
past five years.
Summary
The four examples cited represent only a few of the accounts which had
questionable credit adjustments. We found several other examples
spanning the audit period where the customer’s entire balance or monthly
billing amounts were adjusted from their account without explanation.
Additionally, corresponding receipts, bill stubs, or other supporting
documentation was not available to further evaluate these adjustments.
A credit adjustment report was printed from the utility billing system for
the period January 1, 2011 through December 31, 2015. The report
documented more than 900 credit adjustments totaling $47,499.43 had
been made during the four-year period.
A review of this report indicated several adjustments could have been
made for valid customer billing errors and postings. However, the report
contained numerous credit adjustments that reflected the same components
of the above transactions.
Finding

Some collections initially receipted and recorded as cash were
subsequently posted to customer accounts as check payments. The
cash receipts were deleted from the system and the posted check
payments could not be traced to bank deposit sources, resulting in
funds allegedly received but not deposited.
The Town utility billing software provides the capability of recording
payments collected as either cash or check.
We noted some payments were recorded on customer accounts as check
payments, although corresponding receipts, daily posting journals, and
billing stubs reflected cash had been received. The posted checks could
not be traced to bank deposit sources, indicating that a check transaction
had not actually occurred.
Example 1
On March 5, 2014, the daily posting journal reflected a $200 cash payment
was made by Customer 445.CO on receipt 38047.
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On March 7, 2014, a $200 check was posted to the customer’s account
from receipt 38107. A $200 check from this customer could not be located
in the deposit sources received from the bank.

Example 2
Customer 109 made a $48.00 cash payment as indicated
on their billing stub shown at right. The customer’s
account history reflects a check payment recorded on
February 7, 2014. A check for this customer could not be
located in the bank deposit sources.

Example 3
On March 6, 2014, a $39.85 cash utility payment was reportedly received
from Customer 510, Mannsville Fire Chief Derek Gray. Treasurer Shonda
Barnes issued Gray cash receipt 38054 as indicated by her initials on the
document shown below.
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Receipt number 038054 was not found in receipt reports printed from the
utility software system, and the March 6, 2014, cash payment was not
reflected in Gray’s account history.

On March 11, 2014, receipt number 38115 was issued for an alleged check
payment of $39.85 which was posted to Gray’s account. This check could
not be located in bank deposit sources.
Example 4
On March 6, 2014, cash receipt 38051 was issued for $35.93 to Customer
505. This receipt was not reflected in Customer 505’s account history or
the March 2014 monthly posting report.

On March 11, 2014, the customer account history reflected the posting of
a check payment of $35.93. A check from this customer could not be
located in bank deposit sources.
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Summary
When cash was collected and receipted, but the receipt was not posted, the
amount of cash required to be accounted for was reduced. Because the
software system used by the Town allowed users to modify or delete
receipts or postings, and no records or documentation were provided to
explain the transactions in question, it could not be determined if the cash
payments in question were initially receipted in error, or if cash receipts
were deleted and payments were misappropriated and concealed by
erroneous postings.
Finding

A receipted and posted utility transaction was deleted from the system
or was altered after the fact.
In the following example, receipt 38045 was issued for a $50.00 check
payment posted March 3, 2014, on Customer 423’s account. A check from
this customer was deposited March 5, 2014.

The $50 check payment was reflected as receipted and posted per the daily
posting journal, but was not reflected in the customer’s account history.
An $87.24 check payment was recorded in the account history on March
11, 2014. A check from Customer 423 in the amount of $87.24 could not
be located in bank deposit sources.
Customer Account History

The utility billing software should have automatically posted the $50
check payment on March 3, 2014 when it was receipted into the system.
The $50 payment not showing as posted to the customer’s account history
indicates that the initial transaction, receipted on receipt 38045, was
deleted or altered, to reflect the $87.24 after-the-fact.
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All transactions recorded should remain as initially recorded. Any changes
or corrections that need to be made should be documented with proper
support and approval.
Finding

Utility revenue deposits were not made daily as required by statute.
Customer payments were held for days, and in some instances weeks.
According to 11 O.S. § 12-110, Shonda Barnes, the town treasurer, is
statutorily responsible for the accounting of monies collected and paid,
and should deposit all funds received daily. Title 11 O.S. § 12-110 states
in part:
The town treasurer shall be an officer of the town. The town
treasurer shall:
1. maintain accounts and books to show where and from what
source all monies paid to him have been derived and to whom
and when any monies have been paid; and
2. deposit daily funds received for the town in depositories as the
board of trustees may designate;

The delays in depositing utility payments varied, often exceeding four or
five days between deposits, and in at least one instance, only one deposit
was recorded for an entire month of collections.
For example, on August 21, 2013, the Town deposited
$11,049.99 in checks and $4,619.18 in cash. This deposit
included payments received in July, with checks dating
back as early as July 2, 2013. No other deposits were
made during the month of August.
The deposit slip was dated August 16, 2013, but bank
records reflect the deposit was made on August 21, five
days after it was allegedly prepared.
The next bank deposit did not occur until September 3,
2013. This deposit also included check payments
received and posted in the previous month.
We reviewed deposit slips and bank deposit sources dated between July 1,
2013 and June 30, 2014, and identified several deposits that included
checks dated days, and sometimes weeks, prior to the date of the deposit.
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Earliest Check Date
6/19/2013
7/2/2013
8/16/2013
8/30/2013
10/1/2013
11/8/2013
11/20/2013
12/4/2013
1/17/2014
2/17/2014
2/18/2014
3/6/2014
3/21/2014
5/21/2014
5/5/2014
5/15/2014
6/9/2014
6/13/2014
Finding

Deposit Slip Date
7/1/2013
8/16/2013
8/29/2013
9/17/2013
10/28/2013
11/15/2013
12/13/2013
1/9/2014
2/19/2014
2/25/2214
3/5/2014
3/12/2014
4/1/2014
5/22/2014
5/23/2014
5/21/2014
6/16/2014
6/17/2014

Date Deposit Made
7/18/2013
8/21/2013
9/03/2013
9/18/2013
10/29/2013
11/29/2013
12/16/2013
1/9/2014
2/20/2014
2/25/2014
3/5/2014
3/12/2014
4/2/2014
5/27/2014
5/27/2014
5/27/2014
6/23/2014
6/23/2014

Internal controls over the processing and reconciling of utility
collections, postings, and deposits were inadequate.
•

The Town did not utilize unique computer user ID’s or passwords,
which created a lack of accountability for transactions entered into the
utility billing software program.

•

Cash was not properly secured. We observed access to cash was not
restricted, payments were kept in envelopes in an unlocked cash box
kept at the front desk. The funds were not secured throughout the
business day and all employees operated from the same cash drawer.

•

Transactions entered in the utility billing software system could be
changed or deleted without requiring a secondary approval.

•

Pre-numbered receipts were not issued for all collections.

•

Daily reconciliations of funds collected and deposited, were not
always properly documented.
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In addition to the lack of internal controls, it appears that staff were not
properly trained or supervised by Shonda Barnes, the town treasurer, in
their work as utility billing clerks.
Improper Employee Utility Billing Transactions
Finding

It appears that Tina Bryant, former water clerk, received at least
$418.80 of improper credit adjustments to her personal utility billing
account.
A questionable credit adjustment of $170.92 was posted to the account of
Tina Bryant 13 in April 2013. The account had been in delinquent status
since August 2012 and was not paid in full until August 2013. No
penalties were incurred during this period of non-payment.

In September, October, November, and December of 2013, former clerk
Bryant’s utility account was credited with four check payments totaling
$247.88.
Account 277 Customer History

Per the receipt posting journal as shown below, although dated and posted
to the customer history on corresponding monthly dates in 2013, the four
transactions were receipted with consecutive receipt numbers 37517,
37518, 37519, and 37520 in January 2014, with the posting dates
appearing to be altered to the applicable month.
The check payments could not be traced to deposits and no receipts or
other supporting documentation could be provided to support the
transactions.
13

Tina Bryant’s utility account was billed under Customer Account 277.
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The questionable payments were reportedly discovered in January 2014
with Bryant resigning her position as water clerk in February 2014. Before
ending her employment, Bryant re-paid $247.88 of the questionable
postings.
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OBJECTIVE II GRANT ACTIVITY
Petition Objective

Review possible misuse of grant funds in the awarding and construction
of the Town’s Fire Station.

Summary of Findings:
•

A REAP grant reimbursement request submitted to SODA by Shonda
Barnes, included a fictitious invoice totaling $4,212.10.

•

A REAP Grant ‘Request for Funds’ was signed by Shonda Barnes,
who was not authorized by the Town to sign grant related
documentation.

•

A fabricated invoice, receiving report, and purchase requisition
totaling $3,044.91 was submitted to Johnston County for
reimbursement of grant expenditures.

•

Most of the REAP Grant matching costs claimed were not properly
accounted for or documented.

•

Activity Reports prepared and submitted by Shonda Barnes as
documentation for the Town’s grant match included erroneously
reported labor hours and equipment-use hours.

•

The final REAP Grant ‘Close-Out Certification’ required by SODA
had not been submitted by the Town as of March 2017.

Fire Station Grant
The Town of Mannsville was awarded a Rural Economic Action Plan
grant, a REAP grant, through the Southern Oklahoma Development
Association (SODA). The grant funding period was December 30, 2013,
through December 31, 2014. The grant approval letter read:
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Under the grant guidelines, all expenditures were handled on a
reimbursement basis, meaning the Town should incur the expense and
then request reimbursement for the cost.
Per the ‘Reap Project Funds Contract’, the Town was also required to
maintain records, including property, personnel, and financial records, that
properly document and account for all project funds. These records were
required to be retained for at least five years from the date of submission
of the Final Expenditure Report or until all audit findings have been
resolved.
Fictitious Invoice
Finding

A REAP grant reimbursement request submitted to SODA by Shonda
Barnes, included a fictitious invoice totaling $4,212.10.
Shonda Barnes submitted a REAP Grant ‘Request for Funds’ to SODA on
August 26, 2014. Included as part of the request was a document for
$4,212.10 from the vendor Ardmore Electric Supply, presented as an
invoice for reimbursement.
The document presented to SODA included the handwritten note “All
material Delivered and Installed!”,
implying that the $4,212.10 purchase
had been incurred and that the
supplies purchased had been
installed as part of the work
performed on the REAP grant
project.
Upon further review, it was determined that this document was a “PRICE
QUOTE”, not an invoice for materials that had been used as part of the
REAP project. The quote was obtained on March 20, 2014, and submitted
to SODA as a paid invoice for reimbursement on August 26, 2014.
The document, noted as Quote #Q011485, had also been altered to show
the “MANNSVILLE FIRE DEPT.” as the quote recipient.
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The actual quote had been received under the name of a local vendor. The
name of the vendor was covered, and the quote was presented to SODA as
a Mannsville reimbursable expense.

This quote was never converted to an invoice and was never paid by the
Town; however, SODA reimbursed Mannsville the $4,212.10 in
September 2014.
Authorizing Resolution
Finding

A REAP Grant ‘Request for Funds’ was signed by Shonda Barnes,
who was not authorized by the Town to sign grant related
documentation.
A resolution establishing the Town officials authorized to act on behalf of
the Town was required as part of the REAP grant application process. The
Town passed and approved Resolution 13-07-08-A and Resolution 14-0714-B authorizing the REAP grant application process and designating Don
Colbert, Mayor, and Dean Copeland, Trustee, as the authorized signors on
all related documentation necessary to file, process, and approve the grant.
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Although the approved authorized signors for the grant were Trustees
Colbert and Copeland, the official ‘Request for Funds’ submitted on
August 26, 2014, which included the altered “PRICE QUOTE” as an
invoice, was signed by Shonda Barnes as the “Authorized Official”.

By signing as the authorizing official, Barnes certified that the
expenditures were on a reimbursement basis and that the Town’s
governing body had approved the expenditures. The $4,212.20 had not
been approved by the governing board because it had never actually
occurred. The authorization of this transaction was erroneous.
Reimbursement through County Funds
As defined in 68 O.S. § 1370, the Johnston County Clerk’s Office
administers the proceeds of a sales tax generated for the purpose of fire
district improvements. To utilize these funds, the Mannsville Volunteer
Fire Department is required to designate requisitioning and receiving
agents and follow the procedures set forth in the County Purchasing Act. 14
Finding

A fabricated invoice, receiving report, and purchase requisition
totaling $3,044.91 was submitted to Johnston County for
reimbursement of grant expenditures.
According to Derek Gray, Fire Chief, the Fire Department obtained
electrical supplies from Ardmore Electric Supply during the completion of
the fire station 15 grant project, but did not pay for them at the time they
were acquired. Instead, the expenditure was presented for reimbursement

14
15

Title 19 O.S. §§ 1501, et seq.
The Fire Station project began approximately March 2014 and was reimbursed through the SODA Grant beginning April 2014.
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through the County, more than nine months later, using fabricated
documentation.
The Fire Department submitted Purchase Order Requisition #2466 to
Johnston County on January 28, 2015, for payment to Ardmore Electric
Supply in the amount of $3,044.91. The purchase order was signed by
Mary Mitchell, a Fire Department volunteer.

The Purchase Order was supported by an invoice from Ardmore Electric
Supply, emailed to Derek Gray, reflecting the purchase had been made
January 23, 2015. The invoice indicated it originated from materials
received under Quote #Q011718. Quote #Q011718 was provided on May
6, 2014, nearly nine months earlier.
The Purchase Order submitted to the County was also supported by a
‘Receiving Report’, signed by Venus Edwards, a volunteer for the
Department. The receiving report fraudulently represented that the Fire
Department had received the invoiced items on February 6, 2015.
Representatives from the Mannsville Fire Department presented an
invoice to Johnston County for reimbursement nine months after the
Department purportedly received and was billed for the materials. Based
on the false invoice and receiving report, the County Clerk paid the
expenditure, which would have otherwise been unauthorized.
REAP Matching Funds
The REAP Grant awarded through SODA included a required match of
cash, equipment, and/or labor of $30,000. According to the grant
agreement, matching-fund expenditures must be accounted for, or
documented and reported, to be reimbursed on the grant. The award letter
stated:
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Finding

Most of the REAP Grant matching costs claimed were not properly
accounted for or documented.
The Town claimed matching costs of $29,881.25. The breakdown of the
match included the following:

Of the amounts noted above, only the $10,000 shown as “CASH MATCH
PAID TO CONTRACTOR” was properly supported. Review of the
additional costs claimed resulted in the following:
•

Support could not be found for the $800.00 claimed as
“CONTRACTOR”. A check to the contractor who was involved in
the fire station project was issued on May 23, 2014, in the amount
of $805 and was noted as “Contract labor”. However, no
supporting documentation could be provided that would indicate
that the payment was applicable to the fire station project.

•

The supporting documentation for the $2,200.00 “A/C UNIT”
claimed was an invoice presented for a cash sale of air
conditioning equipment totaling $1,792.88. The costs did not agree
with the in-kind match amount
claimed. Per Gray, a $2,000.00
cash withdrawal made from the
“Mannsville Volunteer Fire
Dept” checking account was for
this purchase.

•

The
$1,375.00
paid
to
“CAPPERONE” could not be
supported by an invoice; however, check #5558 issued on June 9,
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2014, was made payable to “MATT CAPERONE” and was
documented in the memo line as “ELECTRICAL SERVICE TO
NEW FIRE STATION”.
•

Finding

There were no records provided by the Town to support the $500
match claimed for “GRAVEL FOR DRIVE BY COUNTY”.

Activity Reports prepared and submitted by Shonda Barnes as
documentation for the Town’s in-kind grant match included
erroneously reported labor hours and equipment-use hours.
The Town submitted an Activity Report to SODA documenting labor
hours and equipment-use hours in support of an in-kind match amount
claimed of $15,006.25. According to Shonda Barnes, work hours were
reported to her and she tracked the hours on a spreadsheet.
Some inmates were reported as part of the in-kind labor match on the
Activity Report for days that they were not assigned to work with the
Town. The Town claimed 72 hours of inmate labor for time the inmates
were not checked out of the Correctional Facility to work with the Town.

Inmate Hours
Reported to SODA

Hours Claimed That
Inmate Was Not
Assigned to the Town

Actual Available
Inmate Hours

Smith

78

16

62

Stephens

62

32

30

Thomas

16

0

16

Spence

106

24

82

Total

262

72

190

Additionally, in a comparison of labor hours to equipment hours, it
appears the Town also reported 81 more equipment hours than
corresponding available labor hours. Inmates are prohibited from driving
vehicles, which would further decrease the labor-hour correlation. The
following table shows the breakdown of reported labor versus reported
equipment hours.
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Date

Activity Report for In-Kind Match
Labor Hours vs. Equipment Hours
Reported Labor Hours Reported Equipment Hours

Difference

3/12/2014

38

40

2

4/2/2014

18

24

6

4/3/2014

11

20

9

4/7/2014

16

24

8

4/8/2014

12

28

16

4/9/2014

12

24

12

4/11/2014

20

40

20

4/14/2014

4

12

8

Total

131

212

81

The in-kind match Activity Report also documented that Shonda Barnes
worked four hours on May 22, 2014, when her timesheet reflected that she
was on vacation leave Thursday, May 22, 2014.
Finding

The final REAP Grant ‘Close-Out Certification’ required by SODA
had not been submitted by the Town as of March 2017.
According to a SODA representative, the Town had not submitted their
required close-out documentation. The information had been requested
three times but had not yet been provided. The Town had $3,816.01
remaining in available grant funds that now cannot be reimbursed because
the grant award period has expired.
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OBJECTIVE III
Petition Objective

PAYROLL, TRAVEL, AND VEHICLE USE
Review of possible discrepancies in hiring practices, including nepotism,
payroll, use of town vehicles and travel reimbursements.

Summary of Findings:
•

We found no evidence that the hiring of Derek Gray as fire chief or as
a town employee was nepotism.

•

Timesheets and accompanying payroll records were missing,
incomplete, and inaccurate, and did not properly support
compensation paid to Town and MPWA employees.

•

Town Treasurer Shonda Barnes was paid $1,872.98 in overtime pay
without proper supporting documentation or the required approvals.

•

Shonda Barnes misappropriated an insurance refund check of $66.95
made payable to the Town of Mannsville.

•

Shonda Barnes, town treasurer, was compensated $1,000 for duties
not related to her elected position, without an approved Town
ordinance in place as required by statute.

•

We found no evidence that the hiring of Derek Gray as fire chief or as
a MPWA employee was improper. However, Gray’s pay rate, job
duties and work hours were never defined or approved by the Board.

•

Fire Chief Derek Gray was compensated $2,557.50 as ‘contract labor’
without an officially approved contract in place.

•

It appears Derek Gray received two paychecks totaling $1,080 for the
same pay period, July 10, 2014 through July 23, 2014.

•

Derek Gray was credited with 57 hours of compensatory time with the
Town before he was officially employed, resulting in $855 of unearned
pay.

•

Derek Gray was paid $202.50 by the MPWA for nine hours worked in
the month of April 2015, before he was officially hired by the MPWA
Board on April 30, 2015.
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•

The payroll records supporting Derek Gray’s hours worked, comp
time earned, and leave taken were inaccurate, and at times erroneous
and incomplete.

•

Derek Gray was paid time and a half for all hours worked for the
MPWA regardless of the total hours worked in a week.

•

The Town allowed employee healthcare coverage to lapse due to lack
of payment. Between January 1, 2014 and August 31, 2014 premiums
of $720.18 were deducted from employee paychecks without coverage
in place.

•

In 2015, the Town did not submit payroll taxes due to the proper
governmental agencies.

•

Social Security Taxes were not withheld and/or paid in for the benefit
of Town employees as required.

•

The Town does not maintain written policies concerning the use of
Town vehicles.

•

Travel reimbursement claims did not include complete supporting
documentation.

Nepotism
Allegations were presented that the hiring of Derek Gray, as fire chief and
as a town employee was an act of nepotism. Gray is the nephew of Shonda
Barnes, town treasurer.
Finding

We found no evidence that the hiring of Derek Gray as fire chief or as
a town employee was nepotism.
On January 16, 2014, the Board selected Derek Gray, nephew of Shonda
Barnes, as the interim fire chief for 90 days. Gray was voted as the
permanent fire chief on April 14, 2014.
On July 17, 2014, the Board voted to retain Gray as a full-time employee
with the Town.
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As to nepotism, 11 O.S. § 8-106 states in part:
No elected or appointed official or other authority of the
municipal government shall appoint or elect any person related
by affinity or consanguinity within the third degree to any
governing body member or to himself or, in the case of a plural
authority, to any one of its members to any office or position of
profit in the municipal government.…A person may hold more
than one office or position in a municipal government as the
governing body may ordain. [Emphasis added]

Although Shonda Barnes, town treasurer, was an elected official of the
Town, she was not a member of the governing body 16 and did not have
hiring authority for Gray. Barnes was not responsible for Gray’s
appointment as fire chief or his hiring as a Town employee. As such, the
appointment and hiring of Derek Gray would not be considered nepotism.
Payroll
We reviewed a sample of timesheets for Town employees Shonda Barnes,
Amie Ebarb, and Derek Gray between the periods of October 2013 and
December 2015.
Finding

Timesheets and accompanying payroll records were missing,
incomplete, and inaccurate, and did not properly support
compensation paid to Town and MPWA employees.
Of 129 pay periods reviewed, we were able to locate 97 timesheets. Of
those 97 timesheets, only 27 indicated review and approval by a
supervisor.
Employee
Barnes
Ebarb
Gray
Totals

16

Number of Pay
Periods
Reviewed
43
45
41
129

Timesheets
Available
28
35
34
97

Timesheets
Approved By
A Supervisor
0
16
11
27

Supervisor
Mayor Don Colbert
Shonda Barnes
Shonda Barnes

A “governing body” is defined in 11 O.S. § 1-102 as “the board of trustees of a town”.
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We also noted additional payroll supporting documentation was
insufficient:
•

Pay periods were documented incorrectly on pay stubs and
purchase orders;

•

Records documenting the tracking of vacation and sick leave were
not provided. Accruals of compensatory time and leave were noted
on some timesheets but were inaccurate and, at times, applied in
error;

•

All purchase orders accompanying payroll were unsigned;

•

Paychecks were being issued before the end of the pay period; and

•

Several timesheets included no information as to dates worked,
times worked, or leave taken.

Following are some examples of these issues for individual payroll periods
and individual payroll transactions by employee. Because of the large
amount of exceptions found, all exceptions noted during fieldwork have
not been included in our report.
Shonda Barnes Employment
Payroll supporting documentation for Shonda Barnes was incomplete for
several pay periods. All purchase orders supporting Barnes’ payroll
transactions were not signed or approved, several timesheets did not
include hours worked, calculated pay, or tracking of leave balances.
Tracking of sick and annual leave was not consistently documented or did
not appear to be approved or monitored. Following are three examples of
the exceptions noted.
Example 1 shows the pay period of September 4, 2014 to September 17,
2014. Purchase Order No. 1524 for $1,251.39 was issued for check 6049
to Shonda Barnes. The purchase order was annotated with the wrong pay
period, was not signed by the purchasing officer or approved by the Board.
The employee timesheet shown was attached to the purchase order as
supporting documentation but did not include the pay period, the dates and
times worked, the calculated pay due, and there was no documented
approval.
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Additionally, check 6049 for $1,251.39 in payment of this pay period was
dated September 16, 2014, one day prior to the end of the payroll period.
Example 1

In Example 2 shown below, the employee timesheet presented for the pay
period ending March 5, 2014, did not include times worked, proper
approvals, or any tracking of leave earned or taken.
Example 2
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In Example 3, the check issued for the pay period April 2, 2015 through
April 15, 2015 was issued early on April 14, 2015.
Example 3

The overall documentation provided for the support of payroll for Shonda
Barnes was inadequate, multiple checks were issued prior to the end of the
payroll periods, the wrong payroll period was documented on several
checks, and purchase orders included erroneous information and were not
properly completed or approved.
Finding

Town Treasurer Shonda Barnes was paid $1,872.98 in overtime pay
without proper supporting documentation or the required approvals.
On January 20, 2012, check 5033 in the amount of $1,872.98 17 was issued
to Shonda Barnes for 122 hours of overtime. The check stated the
overtime was for the pay period 1/13/2012-1/26/2012.

The supporting documentation provided for the overtime check was
Purchase Order No. 526 18 issued for “Overtime pay” for “122 hours @
19.50” per hour. The purchase order was encumbered by Shonda Barnes,
but was not signed or approved by any Town official or approving
authority, and did not designate the time period for the overtime.
17

$2,379 Gross Pay

18

See purchase order at Exhibit 13, Page 105.
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Attached to the purchase order was two calendar print outs 19 for the
months of October 2011 and January 2012. There was no indication if the
values noted on the calendars were overtime hours. The hours shown did
not equal the 122 hours of overtime claimed.
If the overtime pay did include hours worked in the month of October
2011, Barnes’ rate at that time would have been $16.50 per hour, not the
$19.50 paid. The exact overpayment could not be determined because the
122 hours reported could not be traced to a specific month.
Per Barnes, two other employees received overtime pay at the same time
and there was allegedly a spreadsheet prepared detailing the hours paid to
each employee, no spreadsheet was ever provided. Barnes subsequently
stated that her spreadsheet had been stolen. No legitimate supporting
documentation could be provided for the overtime pay.
On November 14, 2011, prior to the January 2012 payment of overtime,
the Board implemented a compensatory time policy. Based on this policy,
it appears overtime incurred after this date should have been compensated
through compensatory time.

Finding

Shonda Barnes misappropriated an insurance refund check of $66.95
made payable to the Town of Mannsville.
Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS) cancelled the Town’s health insurance
policy for delinquency on March 10, 2014, with a paid-to-date of January
1, 2014. Per BCBS, the premiums received after January 1, 2014, were
“too little and too late to reinstitute the policy”. The remaining credit
balance of $976 was refunded to the Town in two transactions, $909.05 on
April 30, 2014, and $66.95 on September 26, 2014.
The $909.05 check was deposited in the Town’s General fund on June 10,
2014. The second check in the amount of $66.95 payable to the Town of
Mannsville was deposited by Shonda Barnes into the bank account of her
ex-husband on February 17, 2015, almost five months after the check was
issued.

19

See calendars at Exhibits 16 and 17, Page 108 and 109.
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The $66.95 check should have been deposited into the Town’s bank
account upon receipt.
Finding

Shonda Barnes, town treasurer, was compensated $1,000 for duties
not related to her elected position without an approved town
ordinance in place as required by statute.
Shonda Barnes was appointed town treasurer in October 2011, was
elected to that position in April 2013, and continued in the position of
treasurer to the date of this report. The compensation for the position of
town treasurer was $50 per month.
In a July 2015 board meeting, the Board voted to pay Barnes $600 for
performing the duties of the officially elected town clerk. The $600 was
back pay for clerk duties performed for the prior fiscal year, July 1, 2014
through June 30, 2015. In the same board meeting, the Board voted to
continue paying Barnes $50 per month for the additional duties. These
payments, totaling $400, continued until the election of a new town clerk
in February 2016. In total Barnes was paid $1,000 for additional ‘clerk’
duties. The minutes stated:

Although the additional pay to Barnes was approved by the Board, and
would be allowable as pay for additional duties, we found no evidence that
the pay was documented and approved in an official ordinance of the
Town as required by 11 O.S. § 12-110 which states in part:
The town treasurer…may be employed by the town to perform duties not
related to his position as town treasurer. The salary, if any, for said duties
shall be provided for separately by ordinance. [Emphasis added]
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A new town clerk was appointed February 2016 and payments to Barnes
for clerk related duties ceased.
Amie Ebarb Employment
Amie Ebarb was hired as the “water clerk” on April 28, 2014. As noted
above, 10 timesheets were missing from the 45 time periods reviewed, and
only 16 of the timesheets available for review documented supervisory
approval by Shonda Barnes, Ebarb’s supervisor.
Amie Ebarb’s payroll transactions;
•
•
•

Did not always include daily or total hours worked;
Included checks issued prior to the end of the payroll period; and
Did not properly document the tracking of sick and annual leave.

Derek Gray Employment
Petitioners raised a concern about the hiring practices of the Town,
alleging that Derek Gray was not qualified to be fire chief and that his
employment was nepotism. 20
Finding

We found no evidence that the hiring of Derek Gray as fire chief or as
an MPWA employee was improper. However, Gray’s pay rate, job
duties and work hours were never defined or approved by the Board.
The Town of Mannsville has a Volunteer Fire Department and as such,
falls under the Oklahoma Volunteer Firefighters Act. 21.
Title 11 O.S. § 29-204 Article 1(a) of the Act states:
The chief shall be appointed in the manner provided by law
applicable to this municipality for the appointment of municipal
officers.

Title 11 O.S. § 12-106 states that the board of trustees may,
Appoint and remove, and confirm appointments of, designated
town officers and employees as provided by law or ordinance.

20
21

The issue of nepotism was addressed in a previous finding at Page 31.
Title 11 O.S. § 29 Sections 201-204.
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On January 16, 2014, Derek Gray was appointed as interim fire chief
during a special Town Board meeting. According to the meeting minutes,
“the position was only an interim position for ninety days and could be
subject to change”.
On April 14, 2014, the Board voted to change Gray’s employment status
from interim fire chief to permanent fire chief. The position continued to
be a no pay, volunteer position.
On June 9, 2014, the Board voted to make the Fire Chief a paid position.
However, the minutes did not specify a rate-of-pay, job duties, or work
hours. There was also no reference as to whether Derek Gray was the
permanent, paid Fire Chief.
On July 17, 2014, Derek Gray was retained as a full-time employee of the
Town. There was no discussion of Gray’s rate-of-pay or if this full-time
employment with the Town was as Fire Chief or if additional duties were
included. 22
On April 30, 2015, Derek Gray was hired as a “backup” employee for the
Mannsville Public Works Authority. No pay rate was noted or approved,
and no mention was made as to how the time and pay would be managed
between the position of fire chief, town employee and MPWA employee.
Based on the official minutes documenting the above transactions, we
found no evidence to suggest that Gray’s appointment as Fire Chief and
his subsequent employment with the Town or with the MPWA were
improper.
However, Gray’s pay rate, job duties, and work hours for all positions
held, were never defined by the Board.
Finding

Fire Chief Derek Gray was compensated $2,557.50 as ‘contract labor’
without an officially approved contract in place.
Beginning June 9, 2014, the Board voted to make the position of fire chief
a compensated position. At this time, Derek Gray the appointed Fire
Chief, had not been approved as an official town employee, nor did he
have a contract in place providing for any compensation.

22

Timesheets reflected Gray was being paid at a rate of $15 an hour as fire chief.
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After the June 9th vote to make the Fire Chief a paid position, and prior to
Gray’s July 17, 2014, appointment as a town employee, two payments
were made to Chief Gray as ‘contract labor’.

Date
6/24/2014
7/8/2014

Contract Labor Payments to Fire Chief Derek Gray
Check # Amount
Fund
Purpose
5668
5590
Total

$1,432.50
$1,125.00
$2,557.50

General
General

Contract labor for 6-10-14 thru 6-24-14
Contract labor for 6-26-14 thru 7-9-14

Although Gray had been appointed the permanent Fire Chief and this
position was voted to be a paid position as of June 9th, Gray was not
approved as an official employee of the Town until July 17, 2014.
With no contract in place to the contrary, Gray would not have been
eligible for any compensation until he was officially approved as a town
employee on July 17, 2014.
Finding

Derek Gray received two paychecks, both documented as pay for the
same pay period, July 10, 2014 through July 23, 2014, totaling $1,080.
Derek Gray received two paychecks on July 22, 2014, both paid from the
General Fund, and both representing hours worked for the same pay
period of July 10, 2014 thru July 23, 2014. The purchase orders did not
include time sheets or documentation to support the payments so it could
not be determined what work hours had been compensated.

The pay period shown of July 10, 2014 thru July 23, 2014, included seven
days of time worked prior to Gray’s employment with the Town on July
17, 2014, leaving only one week to be compensated. Additionally, the
checks were dated as paid before the end of the pay period.
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Finding

Derek Gray was credited with 57 hours of compensatory time with the
Town before he was officially employed, resulting in $855 of unearned
pay.
Derek Gray was not officially employed with the Town until July 17,
2014. Timesheets were not available for the July 17, 2014 through July 25,
2014 pay period; however, pay stubs indicated Gray did not work more
than 40 hours during this period and therefore would not have been
eligible to earn comp time prior to the July 25th pay period.
Payroll records, as shown below, reflected that Gray began the pay period
of July 25, 2014, with 57 hours of compensatory time.

It appears Gray was allowed to accrue 57 hours of comp time before he
was an official employee of the Town. At Gray’s pay rate of $15 per hour,
57 hours would be equivalent to $855 of unearned pay.
Finding

Derek Gray was paid $202.50 by the MPWA for nine hours worked in
the month of April 2015, before he was officially hired by the MPWA
Board on April 30, 2015.
Timesheets for Derek Gray reflected two hours worked for the MPWA on
April 10, 2015, three hours worked on April 23, 2015, and two hours
worked on April 25 and April 26, 2015. These nine hours worked before
Gray was officially approved for employment by the MPWA Board
equaled $202.50 of unearned pay.
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Finding

The payroll records supporting Derek Gray’s hours worked, comp
time earned, and leave taken were inaccurate, and at times erroneous
and incomplete.
Following are some examples of Derek Gray’s time reporting. Some
findings would be considered immaterial if they were isolated incidents,
but the number of inaccuracies noted indicates an overall inadequate
accountability of Gray’s time.

23

•

Gray’s timesheet for the period ending August 5, 2014, showed a
balance of 46.5 hours of “earned remaining” comp time, but the
timesheet for the following period reflects a beginning balance of 49
hours “of comp”, resulting in a 2.5-hour discrepancy.

•

At the end of the November 12, 2014 pay period, Gray’s timesheet
reflected he had 80.5 hours of comp time. The next pay period reflects
a beginning balance of 81 hours. Gray received an extra half hour of
comp time without supporting documentation. Also, there were two
time sheets for the same pay period ending November 12, 2014, one
indicating the use of 16 hours of comp time and one indicating the use
of 18.5 hours of comp time.

•

For the pay period of November 27, 2014 through December 10, 2014,
Gray was credited with six hours of comp time that was not earned.
The time worked was totaled on the timesheet as 45.5 hours when the
actual daily hours recorded totaled 39.5 hours, a variance of six hours.

•

For the two-week pay period of May 14, 2015 through May 27, 2015,
Gray received credit for 18.5 hours of comp time. Comp time was used
to earn additional comp time. 23

See full timesheet at Exhibit 14, Page 106.
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During the same period, Gray used 24 hours of comp time that was not
deducted from his balance. As a result, Gray’s comp time balance was
overstated by 24 hours at the end of the period.

For the same pay period, ending May 27, 2015, Gray was paid for 15
hours of MPWA overtime. Because the timesheet did not reflect actual
work hours it could not be determined how the overtime hours were
determined.

•

During the pay period ending June 10, 2015, Gray used 32 hours of
comp time which was not deducted from his comp time balance.

•

According to Gray’s time sheet for the week ending September 2,
2015, eight hours of comp time was used on September 1, 2015, that
was not deducted from his accumulated comp time balance.
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These examples are only some of the issues noted in the recording and
documenting of Gray’s time, reflecting a lack of oversight, review, or
supervision of his time and leave accountability.
Finding

Derek Gray was paid time and a half for all hours worked for the
MPWA regardless of the total hours worked in a week.
Even when total hours worked did not exceed the weekly 40-hour
threshold for accruing overtime, MPWA hours were paid at the overtime
rate of time and a half. On April 10, 2015, two hours of work were
recorded for the MPWA24. Gray received overtime pay of $22.50, time
and a half, for the two hours even though total time worked for that week
did not exceed 40 hours.

Payroll Administration
Finding

The Town allowed employee healthcare coverage to lapse due to lack
of payment. Between January 1, 2014 and August 31, 2014 premiums
of $720.18 were deducted from employee paychecks without coverage
in place.
Between April 1, 2008 and January 1, 2014, Town and MPWA employees
were covered by Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS) health insurance. The
Town’s coverage was cancelled for delinquency, by BCBS, on March 10,
2014, with a paid-to-date of January 1, 2014.
Between January 1, 2014 and August 31, 2014, Mannsville withheld
$720.18 in premiums from employee payroll without providing health
coverage. A review of the Town and MPWA minutes did not indicate any
discussion of the lapse of the insurance or Board approval or
acknowledgement to discontinue health insurance for Town or MPWA
employees.

24

The “pw” shown on the timesheet stands for public works.
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Of the $720.18 of withheld premiums, $464.40 was for Shonda Barnes,
and $147.06 and $108.72 was for two former employees. Barnes was
reimbursed $201.12 25 of her withheld premium, we found no
documentation to suggest that the remaining balances withheld had been
reimbursed.
Finding

In 2015, the Town did not submit payroll taxes due to the proper
governmental agencies.
As of the end of our audit fieldwork, the Town was behind on their
payments to the Oklahoma Tax Commission, the Internal Revenue
Service, and the Oklahoma Employment Securities Commission. Per
Robert Clark, the Town’s CPA, the Town has been in contact with all
three agencies and was working to correct the situation.
The Board should become informed and up-to-date on the status of all
taxing agency accounts and insure that all taxes become current and
continue to be paid in a timely manner.

Finding

Social Security Taxes were not withheld and/or paid in for the benefit
of Town employees as required.
On April 8, 2013, the Board voted to request a referendum to provide full
Social Security benefits to the Town’s employees.

According to a State Social Security Administrator:

Per the Administrator, the effective date of the plan was July 1, 2013.
Social Security taxes were not being paid in by the Town for the benefit of
employees. Robert Clark, the Town’s CPA, concurred that the Town was
not participating in the Social Security program as required.

25

See refund purchase order at Exhibit 15, Page 107.
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Vehicle Use
Finding

The Town does not maintain written policies concerning the use of
town vehicles.
It was alleged that Shonda Barnes had driven the Town’s vehicle home
and keeping it overnight outside of town limits. It was also reported that a
town truck was seen parked at a casino in Kingston, OK.
During interviews with Barnes, she stated that the Town did not have a
vehicle use policy. Barnes also admitted driving the Town vehicle home,
citing she sometimes worked on weekends and after hours. She also stated
that she would pick up inmates in the morning from the Correctional
Center in Madill and take the inmates back at the end of the day, stating
that it was more cost effective to keep the vehicle with her when she stays
in Madill overnight versus driving back to Mannsville.
Without documented vehicle logs it could not be determined how much
the Town vehicle had been driven by Barnes and if those trips were after
hours or not for a Town purpose.
Per Barnes, a town truck had been at the casino, and was driven by the
former water operator. The employee was reprimanded in a letter dated
January 29, 2014, written by Barnes. One sentence in the letter referred to
a town policy and reflected “Policy states that personal use of the
company vehicles are not authorized, unless approved by Mayor, Don
Colbert.” However, according to Barnes the Town had no policy on
vehicle use, the policy referred to in the letter did not exist.
According to Mayor Colbert, town vehicles should not be used for
personal use. He stated an employee could be allowed to take a vehicle
home if it was for a town purpose. But agreed there was no written policy
governing vehicle use.
The Board should define written vehicle use policies, and require
documentation of trips taken, trip purpose, and miles driven including a
sign-in/sign-out log tracking all employee use of town vehicles.
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Travel Reimbursements
Finding

Travel reimbursement claims did not include complete supporting
documentation.
We identified 43 mileage checks paid to Shonda Barnes and seven
mileage checks paid to Derek Gray between October 2011 and February
2015. Of these transactions, only 22 of Barnes’ 43 claims had supporting
“Gas Mileage Reimbursement Request” forms and only five of Gray’s
claims included a “Gas Mileage Reimbursement Request” form.

Only two of Gray’s reimbursement requests had documented supervisory
approval, none of Barnes’ reimbursement requests had any indication that
they had been reviewed or approved by a supervisor, or the Board. No
purchase orders were provided for at least nine of Barnes’ 43 mileage
reimbursement checks, which totaled more than $10,000.
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OBJECTIVE IV
Petition Objective

OPEN RECORDS ACT AND OPEN MEETING ACT
Review of possible destruction of records along with violations of the
Oklahoma Open Meeting Act and the Oklahoma Open Records Act.

Summary of Findings:
•

Minutes could not be provided for four board meetings and some of
the minutes provided did not clearly summarize the proceedings of
the meetings.

•

Trustee votes were not always recorded as required by statute.

•

Executive sessions were entered into for unauthorized purposes and
documented incorrectly on meeting agendas.

•

The Town entered into an unauthorized executive session documented
in the Board minutes as a “recess”.

•

Board of Trustee members violated the Open Meeting Act by
conducting an undocumented board meeting.

•

Two sets of conflicting minutes for the same board meeting were
found at Town Hall.

•

Open Records requests were not documented by the Town, precluding
a determination as to whether all requests had been fulfilled properly
and in a timely manner.

•

The Town could not provide copies of Town Ordinances.

Open Meeting Act
Background

We reviewed the agendas and meeting minutes for July 2013 – June 2015,
a total of 32 meetings, to determine if board of trustee meetings were held
properly and in accordance with statute.

Finding

Minutes could not be provided for four board meetings and some of
the minutes provided did not clearly summarize the proceedings of
the meetings.
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Minutes for the following meetings could not located:
•
•
•
•

January 29, 2014
July 14, 2014
August 11, 2014
January 12, 2015

Title 25 O.S. § 312(A) states:
The proceedings of a public body shall be kept by a person so
designated by such public body in the form of written minutes
which shall be an official summary of the proceedings showing
clearly those members present and absent, all matters considered
by the public body, and all actions taken by such public body.
The minutes of each meeting shall be open to public inspection
and shall reflect the manner and time of notice required by this
act.

We also found two occasions where items on the agenda were not
addressed in the minutes.
The July 17, 2014, meeting included an “Item 7” on the agenda, making
Barnes and Gray authorized signers on documents; however, the action
was not addressed in the minutes.
The June 8, 2015, meeting included two items, #10 and #15, on the agenda
that were not addressed in the minutes. Additionally, one issue was
discussed in the meeting and documented in the minutes but was not on
the agenda.
Finding

Trustee votes were not always recorded as required by statute.
Under 25 O.S. § 305, “In all meetings of public bodies, the vote of each
member must be publicly cast and recorded.”
Individual board member votes were not always reflected in the meeting
minutes. Some examples:
•

The January 16, 2014, meeting minutes noted the vote of two
trustees but did not record the vote of the remaining trustee who
was noted as in attendance.

•

The July 17, 2014, meeting minutes only stated “the motion
carried” without recording individual member votes.
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•

In the November 10, 2014 meeting minutes, one vote was
documented that a trustee abstained and “motion carried”.
Individual votes were not recorded.

•

The April 30, 2015, minutes reflect the vote of one trustee as “no”
and then stated “majority ruled and motion passed” without
documenting individual votes.

As required by statute, the votes of each board member should be publicly
cast and recorded in the corresponding minutes.
Finding

Executive sessions were entered into for unauthorized purposes and
documented incorrectly on meeting agendas.
In the minutes that were available for review, we noted seven executive
sessions had been held. We also located two additional meeting agendas
which listed possible executive sessions took place, but minutes could not
be found to confirm an executive session occurred.
In two of the seven executive sessions, the purpose shown in the minutes
for entering the session was not authorized by statute. The purposes for
these sessions included:
•

Discussion of the Mannsville Volunteer Fire Department’s policy and
procedures.

•

Discussion and possible action regarding the reorganization and the
restructure of the Fire Department.

Title 25 O.S. § 307(B) describes the authorized purposes for entering an
executive session. The statute states in part:
A. No public body shall hold executive sessions unless otherwise
specifically provided in this section.
B. Executive sessions of public bodies will be permitted only for
the purpose of:
1. Discussing the employment, hiring, appointment, promotion,
demotion, disciplining or resignation of any individual salaried
public officer or employee;
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2. Discussing negotiations concerning
representatives of employee groups;

employees

and

3. Discussing the purchase or appraisal of real property;
4. Confidential communications between a public body and its
attorney concerning a pending investigation, claim, or action if
the public body, with the advice of its attorney, determines that
disclosure will seriously impair the ability of the public body to
process the claim or conduct a pending investigation, litigation,
or proceeding in the public interest;

Discussions involving fire department policies, procedures, and
reorganization would not fall within the authorized purposes shown above.
It was also noted that the nine agendas for which an executive session was
proposed did not conform to state statute. In each instance, the statute
listed on the agenda authorizing the executive session was stated as being
25 O.S. § 307(A)1. A sample is shown below.

Title 25 O.S. § 311(B)(2)(c) states in part:
2. If a public body proposes to conduct an executive session, the
agenda shall:
a. contain sufficient information for the public to ascertain that
an executive session will be proposed;
b. identify the items of business and purposes of the executive
session; and
c. state specifically the provision of Section 307 of this title
authorizing the executive session.

The correct statute to refer to in meeting agendas is 25 O.S. § 307(B) with
the addition of the proper subsection.
Since the reason for entering an executive session will vary from time to
time, the subsection of 25 O.S. § 307(B) will also change. The agenda
should reflect the correct subsection of statute authorizing each specific
executive session held.
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Finding

The Town entered into an unauthorized executive session documented
in the board minutes as a “recess”.
During the January 16, 2014, board meeting, Mayor Colbert called for a
“recess” to interview candidates for the position of interim fire chief. The
trustees then reconvened in the meeting to take action based on their
interviews.

Based on the minutes, the Board left the public forum to conduct
interviews and then reconvened in the public forum. Since a quorum of the
Board was present during the interviews, the action would be considered
an official action, or executive session, of the Board and as such should
have been included on the meeting agenda notifying the public that an
executive session was to be held and should have been documented in the
minutes accordingly.
Title 25 O.S. § 307(E) states in part:
E. No public body may go into an executive session unless the
following procedures are strictly complied with:
1. The proposed executive session is noted on the agenda as
provided in Section 311 of this title;
2. The executive session is authorized by a majority vote of a
quorum of the members present and the vote is a recorded vote;

Finding

Board of Trustee members violated the Open Meeting Act by
conducting an undocumented board meeting.
According to Mayor Don Colbert, board members met and discussed a
course of action for preparing a letter in protest of the SA&I audit
engagement. Per Colbert, board members met in the office of Town Hall,
with no agenda, no official meeting, and no recording of minutes.
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As required in 25 O.S. § 303 of the Open Meeting Act;
All meetings of public bodies, as defined hereinafter, shall be
held at specified times and places which are convenient to the
public and shall be open to the public, except as hereinafter
specifically provided. All meetings of such public bodies…shall
be preceded by advance public notice specifying the time and
place of each such meeting to be convened as well as the subject
matter or matters to be considered at such meeting, as hereinafter
provided.

Finding

Two sets of conflicting minutes for the same board meeting were
found at Town Hall.
During our review of board minutes, we found two sets of minutes for the
MPWA meeting on April 30, 2015. The first set of minutes (Minutes #1)
was signed by the three trustees and four items were considered at the
meeting. The second set of minutes (Minutes #2) was not signed by any of
the trustees and nine items were considered at the meeting, four of which
were the same items recorded in the first minutes.
Title 25 O.S. § 312(A) states:

It could not be determined why there were two sets of minutes provided
for the April 30th board meeting, or which set of minutes was the correct
recording of the meeting.
Open Records Act
The purpose of the Oklahoma Open Records Act, is defined in 51 O.S. §
24A.2 which states:
The purpose of this act is to ensure and facilitate the public's
right of access to and review of government records so they may
efficiently and intelligently exercise their inherent political
power.

Finding

Open records requests were not documented by the Town, precluding
a determination as to whether all requests had been fulfilled properly
and in a timely manner.
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According to Shonda Barnes, when citizens requested copies of town
records they were asked to put their request in writing. Barnes held that
the requests were maintained by the Town, but was unable to provide any
documented record requests.
Without documentation of what records requests had been made, and if or
when such request had been fulfilled, it was impossible to determine if
Town officials had properly complied with the Open Records Act.
It should be noted that a civil court case was filed on July 30, 2014,
against the Town of Mannsville for failure to disclose and produce public
records. According to the court documents, the plaintiffs made written
requests for documents on March 26, 2014, April 19, 2014, May 12, 2014,
and June 13, 2014, and the Town allegedly failed to produce the
documents requested.
The exhibits presented with the lawsuit show strong evidence that open
records requests were made but not fulfilled in their entirety by Town
officials. According to a town trustee, the lawsuit was eventually
dismissed.
The Town should comply with the Open Records Act, all requests should
be documented, including what records were requested and the dates each
request were filled.
Finding

The Town could not provide copies of Town Ordinances.
Town officials initially conveyed, through a note 26 attached to a box of
records, that there were no policies and procedures in place and that no
current book of ordinances was maintained at Town Hall.
We did locate some policies and procedures at Town Hall; but obtained a
copy of the Town’s ordinance book from the Johnston County Law
Library, dated September 10, 2001.
In the Towns Adopting Ordinance Section 9 Copy of Code in Clerk’s
Office, it states:

26

See note at Exhibit 2, Page 94.
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Additionally, 11 O.S. § 14-108(B) states:

In addition to not maintaining an ordinance book as required, it was noted
that ordinances were not published in the newspaper as required by 11
O.S. § 14-106 which states:

Town officials should update their book of ordinances and maintain copies
at Town Hall as required by state law. It is also recommended that the
Town develop, document, and maintain updated policies and procedures
to assist employees and officials in the consistent and proper operation of
the Town.
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OBJECTIVE V
Petition Objective

GENERAL EXPENDITURES AND PETTY CASH
Review of general and petty cash expenditures, including but not limited
to proper authorization and board approvals.

Summary of Findings:
•

Town Treasurer Shonda Barnes did not appear to maintain town
records in regards to expenditures and petty cash as required by
statute. On numerous occasions supporting documentation was
missing, and at times no purchase orders were provided to support
transactions.

•

Numerous purchase orders were not complete, precluding the ability
to determine when the document was created, encumbered, or
approved. It was represented by Shonda Barnes that some purchase
orders had been ‘recreated’.

•

Purchase orders exceeding $500 were not approved by the Board prior
to being issued or paid, as required by town policy.

•

None of the 25 purchase orders reviewed during our general
expenditure testing had been signed or approved by the Board.

•

Between March 2012 and December 2015, the Town spent $14,493.07
at Bills’ Café and the Donut Hole on meal and food purchases in
possible violation of law.

•

Invoices appear to have been created for Bill’s Café, a private vendor,
on the Town’s computer.

•

The MPWA bank issued Visa debit card was used to purchase more
than $350 in online, automatically renewing subscriptions. The
purchases appeared to have no official purpose and were not
approved by the Board.

•

Debit card transactions were improperly recorded in the Town
bookkeeping software and did not appear to be reported to the Board.

•

A background check was performed on former Volunteer Fire Chief
Blake Hartwell, a year after he was removed from his volunteer
position, and for no apparent municipal purpose.
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Background

•

The MPWA debit card was used to make $268.69 in questionable,
undocumented purchases from online vendors EBAY and Bass Pro
Shops.

•

Shonda Barnes did not maintain adequate documentation to support
credit card transactions as required by statute.

•

Of the $42,621.35 in credit card expenditures reviewed, we noted
more than $15,000 in questionable purchases. These expenditures
lacked supporting documentation and did not include a documented
municipal purpose.

•

The Board established petty cash amount of $200, was exceeded more
than 37 times in the replenishment of the petty cash fund.

•

Twenty-one of the 25 petty cash reimbursements reviewed totaling
more than $5,000 had inadequate or missing invoices, receipts, or
lacked other proper supporting documentation as required by law.

•

At least $3,549.24 in petty cash reimbursements were issued for
questionable food purchases between March 2012 and August 2013.

•

Two purchase orders, totaling $1,119.66, were paid as petty cash
reimbursements using the same receipts as support.

•

A tobacco purchase was submitted as part of a petty cash
reimbursement.

SA&I has classified the methods utilized by the Town and the MPWA in
their purchase of goods and supplies in the following four categories:
1) General Expenditures – transactions paid for through check
disbursements.
2) Debit Card and Electronic Transactions – transactions incurred
through use of a bank debit card or a direct withdrawal from the bank
checking account.
3) Credit Card Transactions – transactions incurred through the use of a
vendor credit card. (i.e. Wal-Mart, Atwood’s, Lowes)
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4) Petty Cash – transactions incurred through the direct payment of cashon-hand. The petty cash fund, when depleted, should be reimbursed
and replenished through a purchase order submitted with cash receipts.
The purchasing officer for the Town for both FYE June 30, 2014 and June
30, 2015, was Shonda Barnes. The encumbrance officer for FYE June 30,
2014, and continuing until October 2014, was Tina Bryant. The
encumbrance officer from October 2014 through the end of FY 2015 was
Amie Ebarb.
The overall administration of expenditures, along with findings and
concerns for each separate category of disbursements, are addressed
separately below.
Overall Expenditure Administration
Finding

Town Treasurer Shonda Barnes did not appear to maintain town
records in regards to expenditures and petty cash as required by
statute. On numerous occasions supporting documentation was
missing, and at times no purchase orders were provided to support
transactions.
Under 11 O.S. § 22-131 the Town would be required to maintain all
purchasing records for at least five years. The statute states in part:
A. A municipal governing body may destroy, sell for salvage or
otherwise dispose of the following papers, documents and
records … except as otherwise specified:
3. Five (5) years … warrants; claims; checks; vouchers; purchase
orders; payrolls;

The Records Management Act 27 also requires, “all records…shall not be
mutilated, destroyed, transferred, removed, altered or otherwise damaged
or disposed of, in whole or in part, except as provided by law”.
Purchasing documents were disorganized and at times SA&I staff was
required to sort through boxes of records located in the kitchen storage
closet. The boxes were incorrectly labeled and the contents did not always
include a complete set of records as indicated.
A complete and inclusive set of board minutes, purchase orders, invoices,
receipts, ordinances, policies or procedures were never available for
27

Title 67 O.S. § 209.
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review. There was no evidence that all records required to support Town
and MPWA expenditures were maintained as required by statute.
Finding

Numerous purchase orders were not complete, precluding the ability
to determine when the document was created, encumbered, or
approved. It was represented by Shonda Barnes that some purchase
orders had been ‘recreated’.
Treasurer Shonda Barnes stated that she had instructed office staff to
recreate some missing or unlocated purchase orders. It could not be
determined if the purchasing
records available for review
were original documents, or had
been created.
Purchase order 1325F is an
example of a purchase order that
was not completed. The payment
record was not signed and dated
as approved by the governing
board, as seen in the bottom
right-hand
corner
of
the
document. The date and the
approval of encumbrance was
not completed in the top right
corner of the document.
There were numerous purchase
orders reviewed that were not
complete, preventing the ability
to determine the date the
document had been created,
encumbered, or approved.

Finding

Purchase orders exceeding $500 were not approved by the Board prior
to being issued or paid, as required by town policy.
Mannsville Ordinance Section 7-105 directed that every contract or
purchase exceeding $500 shall require prior approval of the Town
Board 28.
Board minutes refer to Board approval of consent agenda items, including
purchase orders for the month, and monthly financial statements.

28

Ordinance 7-105 references 62 O.S. § 310.1 et seq.
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However, the listings or statements presented to the Board were for the
prior month’s purchases, resulting in purchases not being approved prior
to the purchase as required by policy.
For example, in the February 9, 2015 MPWA board meeting, purchase
orders for the prior month of January 2015, were submitted for Board
approval.

Also, in some instances, the board minutes made available for review did
not include copies of the reports, lists, and statements noted in the
minutes. Without such documents attached to the minutes it could not be
determined if the reports referred to had been presented to the Board for
approval.
General Expenditures
Finding

None of the 25 purchase orders reviewed during our
general expenditure testing had been signed or
approved by the Board.
As noted in this example, each purchase order contained
an “APPROVED BY GOVERNING BOARD” section
to document the approval of board review. Of the 25
general expenditure purchase orders tested, none had
been signed and approved by the Board.
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Finding

Between March 2012 and December 2015, the Town spent $14,493.07
at Bills’ Café and the Donut Hole on meal and food purchases in
possible violation of law.
In our initial review of 25 general fund and MPWA expenditures, we
noted two purchases had been made to Bill’s Café and one purchase to the
Donut Hole, documented as “inmate lunches” 29. Check 8617 shown here,
issued on August 5, 2014, is one example of the Bill’s Café expenditures.
The only support for this transaction was the statement shown,
summarizing “inmate lunches” of $778.04, no individual transaction
receipts were available.

Purchase order 2041 and Check 8598 were both issued on July 21, 2014,
for $476.81 to the Donut Hole. Both the purchase order and the check
memo line reflected the transaction was for “inmate lunches”. The invoice
to support this payment included more than two pages of meal charges like
the clip shown here.

Although individual meal tickets were included in the documentation,
none of the tickets reflected the amount of the purchase and only a few
transactions were dated.

29

See discussion of Department of Correction inmate workers program at Page 82 and inmate meals at Page 71.
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An additional example is Check 9335 issued on December 18, 2015, for
$1,545.66 to Bill’s Café. Copies of three guest checks or invoices are
shown, each signed or initialed by different employees of the Town. More
than 55 guest checks were attached to purchase order 2840 documenting
meals signed for by town employees.
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The Transaction List by Vendor Report reflects that between March 2012
and December 2015 payments made to Bill’s Café and the Donut Hole
were $8,063.74 and $6,429.33, respectively. 30
Documents, including canceled checks, purchase orders, and invoices,
reflect that most of the expenditures to Bill’s Café and the Donut Hole
were documented as “inmate lunches”. The feeding of inmates, which was
a violation of the Town’s contract for inmate labor with the Oklahoma
Department of Corrections, is discussed later in this report. 31
The excessive expenditure for meals also appears to be a possible
violation of 19 O.S. § 641, which prohibits any officer charged with the
safekeeping of public funds from converting any public money or property
to their own use or to the use of any other person.
Finding

Invoices appear to have been created for Bill’s Café, a private vendor,
on the Town’s computer.
The invoices shown here were located on a town computer, and as shown
in the clip appeared to have been authored by the
“City of Mannsville”. They also appear to have
been prepared for the benefit and use of Bill’s Café.
The invoice on the left also includes the names of the proprietors or
employees of Bill’s Café. Velin Barnes and Kyla Barnes, are the exhusband and daughter of Shonda Barnes, the Town Treasurer.

30
31

Payments from general fund, MPWA, and petty cash.
See discussion of Department of Corrections contract at Page 82 and inmate meals at Page 71.
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Use of a town computer to prepare invoices for a private vendor appears to
be a violation of 19 O.S. § 641 which prohibits any officer charged with
the safekeeping of public funds from converting any public money or
property to their own use or to the use of any other person.
Debit Card and Electronic Purchases
Background

For the period of July 1, 2011 through December 31, 2015, the Town
purchased $20,460.19 in goods and services using a Visa Debit card or
through electronic withdrawals processed through the bank.
Debit Card and Electronic Payments
MPWA Debit Card Transactions
$3,730.97
MPWA ACH Transactions
$6,992.28
General Fund ACH Transactions
$9,736.94
Total
$20,460.19
All electronic purchases for the audit period were reviewed. Numerous
purchases appeared to be for recurring town costs such as phone, cable,
security, and fuel card expense; questionable purchases are discussed in
the following findings.

Finding

The MPWA bank issued Visa debit card was used to purchase more
than $350 in online, automatically renewing subscriptions. The
purchases appeared to have no official purpose and were not
approved by the Board.
A review of bank statements reflected the MPWA Visa debit card was
used to purchase two search engine subscriptions online to
PeopleSmart.com and Ultraforeclosures.com.
According to Shonda Barnes, the subscriptions were purchased on a “free
trial” basis. Evidence shows the subscriptions were not canceled after the
trial period, resulting in recurring automatic debits to the MPWA bank
account.
On February 13, 2015, a subscription to
PeopleSmart.com was purchased on a 7day free trial basis. The website is used to
locate people, their phone numbers, email
accounts, addressees, and court records.
Barnes stated the service was used to
perform background checks on employees.
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Bank records reflect PeopleSmart.com automatically debited $220.45
from the MPWA bank account between February and December of 2015.
We contacted the vendor on June 6, 2016, who reported the subscription
remained active at that time.

The MPWA minutes did not reflect the recurring subscription was
preauthorized by the Board. There was also no evidence the Board
approved the subsequent monthly billings.
A second online subscription was purchased on September 15, 2015, from
ultraforeclosures.com.

This website provides a searchable listing of foreclosed properties. They
advertised a 30-day trial subscription for $1.00; after the trial period, the
monthly subscription fee of $49.80 per month was charged to the Town.

There was no evidence the Board approved the purchase or the recurring
monthly fees of the ultraforeclosures.com subscription.
For the four months reviewed, September 2015 through December 2015,
the MPWA bank account was automatically debited for the
ultraforeclosures.com services totaling $152.64.
Finding

Debit card transactions were improperly recorded in the Town
bookkeeping software and did not appear to be reported to the Board.
Debit card transactions for PeopleSmart.com appeared to be improperly
labeled, missing from, and in some instances reported as account transfers
instead of debits in the Transactions List by Vendor report. The online
subscription was entered under two different vendor names and two of the
debits were recorded as transfers.
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The PeopleSmart.com subscription was active as of June 6, 2016;
however, the Transactions List by Vendor reports reflected only four
transactions, instead of the 16 months charged.

April 2015 was the last month PeopleSmart.com was reflected in the
accounting software; but, as shown below, the MPWA bank account
continued to reflect automatic debits to www.PeopleSmart.com of $19.95
per month.

In addition to the concerns with the reporting of the PeopleSmart.com
purchase, the Transactions List by Vendor report did not include the
subscription purchased from ultraforeclosures.com.
Finding

A background check was performed on former Volunteer Fire Chief
Blake Hartwell, a year after he was removed from his volunteer
position, and for no apparent municipal purpose.
Evidence shows on February 13, 2015, the PeopleSmart.com subscription
was used to perform a background check on the former Mannsville
Volunteer Fire Chief Blake Hartwell, a year after he was removed from
his volunteer position.
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The Board removed Hartwell from the volunteer position on January 13,
2014. Payroll records show Hartwell was not an employee of the Town or
the MPWA.

The background request was conducted using the Town’s email and
appeared to occur during normal business hours.

The MPWA’s Visa debit card was charged for the background check and
there was no evidence the background search conducted on Hartwell was
performed for a municipal purpose or approved by the Board.
As noted above, the PeopleSmart.com subscription was not canceled after
the 7-day free trial period resulting in more than $220.45 being
automatically withdrawn from the MPWA account. According to the
vendor, the subscription remained active as of July 6, 2016.
Finding

The MPWA debit card was used to make $268.69 in questionable,
undocumented purchases from online vendors EBAY and Bass Pro
Shops.
Unusual debit card transactions were posted to the MPWA bank account
in August of 2015. Two purchases were posted from EBAY and Bass Pro
Shops totaling $268.69.

No supporting documentation for the purchases could be located at Town
Hall. Upon review of the Town’s accounting software, QuickBooks, we
found the transactions were not listed among the MPWA’s Transaction
List by Vendor report, which reportedly included all payments made to
vendors between July 1, 2011 and March 2, 2016.
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No receipts or invoices could be located to document the purchases as
required by 11 O.S. § 17-102. We found no evidence the expenditures
were approved by the Board or made for a municipal purpose.
Credit Card Purchases
Background

The Town utilized at least three department store credit cards during the
audit period of July 1, 2011 through December 31, 2015. Accounts at
Atwood’s, Wal-Mart and Lowes were used to make approximately
$42,621.35 in purchases between January 1, 2012, and December 31,
2015.
There were no receipts, invoices, or credit card statements available at
Town Hall. SA&I obtained replacement invoices from Atwood’s, and
credit card replacement statements from Wal-Mart and Lowe’s.
The replacement invoices from Atwood’s indicated Treasurer Shonda
Barnes, Fire Chief Derek Gray and former water operator Barry Wood
signed for 315 invoices in a 24-month period, with Barnes signing for 232
of those transactions.
The replacement statements obtained from Wal-Mart and Lowes did not
indicate the person who signed for the purchases.

Finding

Shonda Barnes did not maintain adequate documentation to support
credit card transactions as required by statute.
There were no receipts, invoices, or credit card statements available at
Town Hall to support the $42,621.35 in expenditures incurred at
Atwood’s, Wal-Mart and Lowes. We obtained duplicate invoices from
Atwood’s, and replacement credit card statements from Wal-Mart and
Lowes to review and evaluate more than 650 vendor transactions spanning
a four-year period.
Not maintaining records on all monies paid was a violation of 11 O.S. §
12-110 which states in part:
The town treasurer shall:
1. maintain accounts and books to show where and from what
source all monies paid to him have been derived and to
whom and when any monies have been paid;
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Additionally, 11 O.S. § 17-102(A) requires:
A. Any invoice against a municipality must be presented in
writing and examined in the manner provided by municipal
ordinance or in absence of such ordinance by other applicable
law. The municipal ordinance shall establish an internal control
structure adequate to provide reasonable assurance against
unauthorized or illegal payments of invoices.

Finding

Of the $42,621.35 in credit card expenditures reviewed, we noted
more than $15,000 in questionable purchases. These expenditures
lacked supporting documentation and did not include a documented
municipal purpose.
The categorization of the $15,000 of expenditures was:
Questionable Credit Card Purchases
Category
Amount
Food and Snacks
$10,804.50
Electronics, Gifts, and Miscellaneous
$2,287.09
Garden Supplies and Flowers
$1,268.65
Clothing
$679.71
Total $15,039.95
Food and Snacks - $10,804.50
Although some community events were sponsored by the Town, there was
no evidence to suggest the Town had any obligations that would require
the purchase of a large quantity of food, drinks, or snacks on a consistent
basis.
While it is reasonable for the Town to incur food related expenses for
community activities, or during some general operations, purchases would
require approval by the Board and should be documented with a municipal
purpose.
Example
Grocery items including ground beef, deli meat, bread, eggs, milk, cereal,
salad and yogurt were purchased using the Wal-Mart credit card.
A total of $10,409.92 in questionable food items were purchased at
multiple Wal-Mart stores located in Madill, Ardmore and Oklahoma City,
with some purchases made on the weekend.
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On January 18, 2013, groceries totaling $112.30 were purchased from
Wal-Mart. The purchase included ground beef, chili seasoning, Frito
chips, Pringles and other miscellaneous items. None of the purchases were
documented for a designated municipal purpose.

Another purchase made on July 2, 2013, included bread, eggs, apples and
cottage cheese; again, the purchase had no documented municipal
purpose.

On August 15, 2014, more grocery items totaling $256.03 were purchased
at the Wal-Mart store in Madill. This purchase included several of the
same items as noted above including ground beef, milk, sugar, Fruity
Pebbles cereal, sausage, chips, condiments, etc. Wal-Mart credit card
statements reflected that food purchases continued throughout December
2015.
During a four-year period, approximately $10,804.50 in questionable food
and snack purchases were made at Wal-Mart and Atwood’s using the
Town’s credit cards. The purchases were not documented as to a
municipal purpose and we found no evidence that transactions had been
submitted to the Board for review or approval.
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Per Shonda Barnes, a large amount of the credit card food purchases was
used in feeding the inmate workers utilized by the Town through the
Oklahoma Department of Corrections Public Works Project 32.
There was no documented evidence to support Barnes’ statement. Meals
purchased and reimbursed through petty cash 33, and meals purchased and
paid to Bill’s Café and the Donut Hole, as previously discussed in this
report, were also alleged to have been for inmate meals.
According to the ‘Guidelines and Rules for Supervisors of Public Works
Programs’, inmates who work away from their correctional facility will be
provided a sack lunch by their correctional facility for the meal they will
miss.

Example
Large amounts of snacks and soda were purchased using the Town’s
Atwood’s credit card. Between February 2015 and September 2015,
Atwood’s invoices reflected 35-12-packs of Shasta soda drinks were
purchased.

On July 9, 2015, a total of $58.38 in drinks and snacks were purchased at
Atwood’s, the invoice included the purchase of Gatorade, soda, and candy.

32
33

The Department of Corrections contract is discussed in Other Issues at Page 82 and inmate meals are discussed at Page 71.
See Petty Cash findings beginning on Page 75.
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The Wal-Mart statements shown below also include examples of
additional purchases made of snacks and drinks in February and January
2012.

There were several other examples of snacks, drinks, and candy purchases
including multiple single serve soft drink and candy bar purchases made
from all three credit card accounts. None of the purchases had transaction
receipts available or reflected a documented municipal purpose.
Electronic and Miscellaneous Items - $2,287.09
Almost all of the $2,287.09 expended for electronics and miscellaneous
items were purchased at Wal-Mart. With only replacement credit card
statements available to document Wal-Mart purchases, we were unable to
determine which employee purchased these items.
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Electronics purchased included two cameras and a computer totaling
$707; a Go Pro Hero 3 camera for $199, a Sony camera for $309 and a
11” HP Stream blue notebook computer for $199.

Additional electronic related equipment purchased included five flat
screen television theater kits, an MP3 player, an iPhone 6 card, an iPhone
5 wall charger, an HTC car charger, a pink camo Otter box phone case, a
Fuji camera and film, an Otter Box case for an iPad Mini, and several SD
memory storage cards.
Miscellaneous purchases included personal hygiene products such as
razors, shaving cream and body spray; as well as 194 photo prints, eight
bow hangers, two candles, a blanket, a silver auto helmet, a $25 gift card,
tissue paper, and gift bags.

Individual transaction receipts could not be located at Town Hall for any
of these purchases, and documentation was not provided as to the
municipal purpose of the expenditures.
Garden Supplies and Flowers- $1,268.65
A total of $1,268.65 in garden supplies and flowers were purchased using
town credit cards. The purchases were made over a four-year period and
included the following items.
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Garden Supplies and Flowers
Quantity
Product
Price
110
Assorted flowers
$455.69
76
Red colored mulch
$241.67
76
Mums
$161.87
54
Dianthus
$136.46
60
Snapdragons
$84.60
11
Potting soil/fertilizer
$60.30
15
Sweet potato vines
$44.85
1
Pond liner
$37.05
10
Planter/clay pots
$34.22
4
Pumpkin/gourds
$11.94
Total $1,268.65
Supporting documentation for these purchases, including a documented
municipal purpose, was not provided.
Clothing - $679.71
We noted $679.71 of questionable clothing purchases. There were 41
clothing purchases made between 2012 and 2015, all but six were made
from Atwood’s.
Clothing purchases from Atwood’s included; jeans, gloves, socks, men’s
boxers and briefs, thermal pants and shirts, men’s boots, plush hats, caps,
t-shirts and clog slippers.
On April 30, 2015,
Derek Gray signed for
the charge of a pair of
boots on the Atwood’s
credit card for $109.99.
On February 11, 2014,
Shonda Barnes signed
for two pairs of boots
totaling $189.00.
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Again, no additional information was available to support this purchase
and no municipal purpose was documented.
On April 30, 2015, the Board approved a $50 clothing allowance for
Derek Gray. On May 12, 2015, Derek Gray received check 9005 for $100
noted as a clothing allowance for April and May 2015.

Although board minutes did not specify the clothing allowance as a
monthly benefit, payroll records reflected Gray continued to receive the
allowance through September 2015.
Itemized receipts to support credit card purchases were not maintained and
did not appear to be submitted to the Board for approval. Purchases that
were approved by the Board were done the month following the
expenditure.
Petty Cash
Background

A total of $18,886.49 of petty cash reimbursement checks were issued
during the audit period, July 1, 2011 through December 31, 2015. We
reviewed a sample of 25 reimbursements totaling $5,725.88, or 30% of
total petty cash reimbursements.
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The establishment and operation of a municipal petty cash fund is defined
in 11 O.S. § 17-102(D) which states in relevant part:
A municipality shall have the authority to establish petty cash accounts
in amounts established by the governing body for use in making
payments for costs incurred in operating the municipality. The petty cash
accounts shall be reimbursed by utilizing properly itemized invoices or
petty cash voucher slips...

As noted in this statute, the amount of the petty cash fund should be
established by the governing body, and the costs incurred should be for the
operation of the municipality.
Finding

The Board established petty cash amount of $200, was exceeded more
than 37 times in the replenishment of the petty cash fund.
At the November 14, 2011 board meeting, a policy was implemented
stipulating that petty cash on hand should not exceed $200.

Between November 29, 2011 and October 2, 2015, board policy was
violated with the issuance of 37 petty cash reimbursement checks in
excess of $200. The reimbursement checks were issued in varying
amounts ranging from $202.40 to $1,245.20.
Finding

Twenty-one of the 25 petty cash reimbursements reviewed totaling
more than $5,000 had inadequate or missing invoices, receipts, or
lacked other proper supporting documentation as required by law.
According to statute, invoices are required to reimburse petty cash
accounts, 11 O.S. § 102-2(D) states in part:
The petty cash accounts shall be reimbursed by utilizing
properly itemized invoices or petty cash voucher slips and
processing the reimbursement in accordance with the provisions
of subsection A of this section. [Emphasis added]

Subsection A of 11 O.S. § 17-102 further requires that invoices be
presented in writing, and processed in accordance with town ordinance or
state law.
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Twenty-one of the petty cash reimbursements reviewed, did not include
complete invoices or receipts to support the entire transaction or the
subsequent replenishment of the petty cash fund. Three examples are
included below.
Example 1
Purchase Order No. 1499 was issued “To reimburse petty cash” on May
28, 2013, for $571.14.
A one page City of Mannsville Petty Cash Log, (“Log”) was the only
documentation attached to the purchase order as support for the
reimbursement. The Log reflected petty cash expenditures occurred
between March 3, 2013 and May 18, 2013, and included purchases at
Academy Sports, Pizza Hut, Braum’s, McDonalds, Bill’s Café, Wal-Mart
and Kentucky Fried Chicken.
No receipts or invoices were attached to the Log or the purchase order,
leaving insufficient documentation to determine what was purchased and
for what purpose.

Example 2
Purchase Order No. 500 was issued on January 5, 2012, in the amount of
$166.48. The description listed on the purchase order indicated “see
attached invoices”, but no invoices were attached to support the
reimbursement.
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Example 3
Purchase Order No. 980 issued on March 18, 2013, and Purchase Order
No. 1932 issued on March 1, 2014, were for Petty Cash reimbursements of
$384.82 and $192.72, respectively. There was no supporting
documentation attached to either purchase.

Finding

At least $3,549.24 in petty cash reimbursements were issued for
questionable food purchases between March 2012 and August 2013.
City of Mannsville Petty Cash Logs were provided as support for some
petty cash expenditures. A few of the Logs were attached to the purchase
orders submitted for reimbursement and some were in boxes of records in
the storage room at Town Hall.
The Logs indicated more than 200 food purchases were made from
restaurants including; El Tequila, Roma Italian Restaurant, Pizza Hut,
Taco Bueno, Braum’s, McDonalds, Subway, Sonic and Bill’s Café. For
the Logs reviewed, there appeared to be at least $3,549.24 in questionable
food purchases made between March 2012 and August 2013.
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No Logs were located or could be provided after August 2013; however, a
few meal receipts were included in petty cash reimbursements in 2015,
indicating that the use of petty cash for meals continued through at least
2015.
For example, on March 3 and March 9, 2015, purchases were made at
McDonald’s and Braum’s and reimbursed through petty cash.

Per Shonda Barnes, a large amount of the petty cash food purchases was
used to feed the inmate workers utilized by the Town through the
Oklahoma Department of Corrections Public Works Project 34.
There was no evidence to support Barnes’ statement, inmate meals were
also allegedly purchased through credit cards 35, and amounts paid to Bill’s
Café and the Donut Hole were also documented as “inmate lunches”.
It should also be noted that the ‘Guidelines and Rules for Supervisors of
Public Works Programs’ reflects that inmates who work away from their
correctional facility will be provided a sack lunch by their correctional
facility for the meal they will miss.
Finding

Two purchase orders, totaling $1,119.66, were paid as petty cash
reimbursements using the same receipts as support.
Purchase Order 1543 issued on June 26, 2013, for $608.91, and Purchase
Order 1636 issued on August 21, 2013, for $510.75, were reimbursed
using some of the same receipts as supporting documentation.

34
35

The Department of Corrections contract is discussed in Other Issues at Page 82 and inmate meals are discussed at Page 71.
See credit card discussion at Page 68.
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For example, the first two receipts shown below were used to support
Purchase Order 1543, reimbursed on June 26, 2013. The following two
receipts, the same receipts but showing totals in blue with a red check
mark, were used to support the reimbursement of Purchase Order 1636 on
August 21, 2013. These exact same receipts, including others, were used
to support both reimbursements.
Purchase Order 1543

Purchase Order 1636
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The use of duplicate receipts created fraudulent support for petty cash
reimbursements resulting in an unauthorized reimbursement of the fund.
As required in 11 O.S. § 17-202(A), the Town has not established controls
to guard against unauthorized payment of invoices.
A. Any invoice against a municipality must be presented in
writing and examined in the manner provided by municipal
ordinance or in absence of such ordinance by other applicable
law. The municipal ordinance shall establish an internal
control structure adequate to provide reasonable assurance
against unauthorized or illegal payments of invoices.

Finding

A tobacco purchase was submitted as part of a petty cash
reimbursement.
One of the receipts submitted twice for
reimbursement was a receipt for $10.84 for
tobacco. The receipt showed Skoal long
winter smokeless tobacco and Camel Blue
cigarettes were purchased.
Title 11 O.S. § 17-102(D) requires:
A municipality shall have the authority to establish petty
cash accounts in amounts established by the governing
body for use in making payments for costs incurred in
operating the municipality. [Emphasis added]

The purchase of tobacco products does not appear to be costs incurred in
the operation of the municipality.
Petty Cash Summary
The overall use, management, and reimbursement process of the petty
cash fund was in violation of 11 O.S. § 17-102. The petty cash fund:
•
•
•

Was not maintained at the level established by the Board,
Was not reimbursed utilizing properly itemized and written
invoices; and
Internal controls did not exist to guard against unauthorized or
illegal payment of invoices.
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OBJECTIVE VI
Objective

OTHER ISSUES

The issues addressed under this ‘Objective’ were identified in the process of
completing other audit procedures. These issues appeared significant
enough to include in this report.

Summary of Findings:


At least $947 of public funds were utilized by the Town to establish an
unauthorized petty cash fund used as an inmate commissary fund.



Scrap metal obtained from MPWA property was sold with no evidence to
support that the $2,466.88 in proceeds was deposited into the MPWA or
Town bank accounts.



The Mannsville Volunteer Fire Department maintains a bank account
outside of the authority of the Town. All the financial activity of the
Department was not reported to, or approved by, the Board.

•

The Town had not received an annual independent audit for five years,
which resulted in the loss of $7,989.83 in gas tax revenue.

•

Shonda Barnes signed for a $254.54 cash withdrawal from the MPWA
bank account. No supporting documentation could be provided for the
transaction.

•

A ‘management representation letter’ presented to Shonda Barnes for
signature from town officials was not returned to SA&I.

Oklahoma Department of Corrections Public Works Project
Background

The Town participated in the Oklahoma Department of Corrections Public
Works Project (“the Project”) beginning January 2012 through June 2016.
The Project was created through the Prisoners Public Work Act (“the
Act”) as defined in 57 O.S. § 216, and was a program operated through
the Oklahoma Department of Corrections (“the DOC”).
According to 57 O.S. § 218 of the Act, DOC may contract with any
requesting public agency to provide labor for public works projects. DOC
shall adopt rules for the program and may require the requesting agency
pay a fee for the services.
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The Town contracted inmate labor in conjunction with the Act through the
Madill Community Work Center where the inmate workers utilized by the
Town were housed. The Town paid DOC a monthly fee of $99 for the
contracted inmate labor.
Contracts between the two agencies reflected that inmate labor would be
used to clean Town Hall and work with the maintenance department,
including work on streets, parks, water, sewer, cemetery and other
custodial work.
The contract specifically stated that prisoners would be used for public
purposes only.
Finding

At least $947 of public funds were utilized by the Town to establish an
unauthorized petty cash fund used as an inmate commissary fund.
Per a memo dated July 19, 2012, a petty cash fund was established with
the proceeds of scrap metal sales. The memo reflects that Shonda Barnes,
per a discussion with then Mayor Broughton, created a petty cash fund to
be utilized as an inmate commissary.

We found no evidence that the inmate commissary fund was recorded on
the Town’s financial statements. According to a former employee, the
fund consisted of an envelope of cash stored in an unlocked drawer at
Town Hall.
A memo dated October 5, 2012, from Shonda Barnes to Tina Bryant
instructed Bryant to allocate $847.25 of a $3,389.03 check received by the
Town for a pipeline repair, to the inmate commissary fund. On October
15, 2012, the $847.25 was added to the inmate commissary fund through
check 780.
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Town funds diverted for the use and establishment of an inmate
commissary account, and not used in the operations of the municipality
appears to be a violation of 11 O.S. § 17-102(D) which states:
A municipality shall have the authority to establish petty cash
accounts in amounts established by the governing body for use in
making payments for costs incurred in operating the
municipality. The petty cash accounts shall be reimbursed by
utilizing properly itemized invoices or petty cash voucher slips
and processing the reimbursement in accordance with the
provisions of subsection A of this section.

Additionally, DOC “Guidelines and Rules for Supervisors of Public
Works Programs” prohibits offenders from receiving anything of value
and prohibits Project supervisors from giving anything of value to inmate
workers. DOC policy states:

Project participants are required to acknowledge and agree to DOC policy
prior to supervising inmates. As shown below, Shonda Barnes signed
documents for the DOC Project acknowledging she understood the
guidelines of the inmate Work Release Program.
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Sale of Scrap Metal
Finding

Scrap metal obtained from MPWA property was sold, with no
evidence to suggest that the $2,466.88 in proceeds was deposited into
the MPWA or Town bank accounts.
Between June 14, 2012 and July 30, 2015, $2,466.88 was sold to a scrap
metal vendor located in Ardmore. Records reflect Treasurer Shonda
Barnes and former inmate worker Barry Wood used a vehicle registered to
the “City of Mannsville” to transport and sell scrap metal.
The vendor’s register receipts indicated that the Town’s vehicle with
commercial license plate CI16031 was used in the transactions. Vehicle
registration records reflected the Ford F-150, bearing commercial license
plate CI16031, was registered to the “City of Mannsville”. According to
vendor records, Barnes and Wood were the only two town employees
listed on the Scale Receiver Register reports who used the town vehicle to
sell metal.

Per Barnes, she directed inmate workers to clean up a make-shift dump
site located on public property owned by the MPWA. It appeared that
some of the metal obtained from the site was sold by Barnes and Wood.
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Scale Receiver Register reports provided by the vendor indicated various
types of materials were sold including loose tin, copper, yellow brass,
batteries, radiators, and water meters.

Vendor reports reflect that metal was sold on 17 different dates, and that
cash was paid for all but two of the transactions. On April 30, 2012 and
July 31, 2012, checks for $266.71 and $201.22, respectively, were issued
to Shonda Barnes for scrap metal sales.
Both checks were endorsed by Barnes and issued using her home address.
No evidence was found indicating that the checks were deposited into a
Town or MPWA bank account. Accountability for the cash could not be
determined.
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Vendor reports also reflected that Barry Wood possibly sold scrap metal
while in DOC custody. The address used on Wood’s ID Card Register
report was the address of the Madill Community Work Center, the
facility that housed Wood while working in the DOC Public Works
Project. Wood would have been under the authority of town officials
during most, if not all, of these transactions.

There was no evidence the funds received from the sale of scrap metal
were used for a municipal purpose or deposited in the Town or MPWA
bank accounts.
Mannsville Volunteer Fire Department
The Town of Mannsville maintains a Volunteer Fire Department (the
“Department”). The authorization to establish a municipal volunteer fire
department was with the municipal governing body as reflected in 11 O.S.
§ 29-201 which states in part:
The municipal governing body may procure all necessary
equipment for protection and prevention against fire and provide
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for the organization of a municipal fire department. The
governing body may enact such ordinances, resolutions and
regulations as may be necessary to establish and operate a fire
department…

"Municipal governing body" is defined at 11 O.S. § 1-102 as the Board of
Trustees of a town, and a “Volunteer fire department” is defined in 11
O.S. § 29-202 as a fire department which has in its employ not more than
two full-time salaried firefighters.
Finding

The Mannsville Volunteer Fire Department maintains a bank account
outside of the authority of the Town. All the financial activity of the
Department was not reported to, or approved by, the Board.
As defined in 11 O.S. § 29-201, the municipal governing body, or the
Town board of trustees, was charged with the operation of the volunteer
fire department.
Although most of the costs of the Department are paid by the Town, all
the financial activity of the Department was not administered through the
Town board. The Department maintained a bank account independent of
the oversight of town officials.
According to Fire Chief Derek Gray, the bank account maintained outside
of the Town was a “fundraising” account. However, checks were
deposited into the account from the Town and the Oklahoma Department
of Agriculture, which appeared to be non-fundraising sources.
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It was also noted that the check from the Oklahoma Department of
Agriculture was dated October 12, 2010, but was not deposited until
March 25, 2011, more than five months later.
There were also two cash withdrawals from the Department’s checking
account that were not properly supported. The $2,000 withdrawn on May
16, 2014, was represented by Gray to be for the purchase of air
conditioning equipment for the new Fire Station.
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An invoice was obtained from the vendor that indicated a cash sale of
$1,792.88 for air conditioning equipment was made May 16, 2014.
However, the remaining funds of $207.12 did not appear to be redeposited
to the bank account and no additional supporting documentation was
provided.
There was no supporting documentation provided for the $2,300 cash
withdrawn on March 18, 2014. Derek Gray reported that at times the Fire
Department withdrew cash to use in fundraising events and activities.
However, no evidence was provided that the $2,300 was used in a
fundraising event or that any excess funds had been returned to the bank
account.

Annual Independent Audits
Finding

The Town had not received an annual independent audit for five
years, which resulted in the loss of $7,989.83 in gas tax revenue.
State law requires that the Town 36, as well as the Authority 37, have an
annual financial statement audit or an agreed-upon procedures
engagement performed by an independent certified public accountant.
Title 11 O.S. 17-105(A) and 60 O.S. 180 (B)(6) provides that the annual
audits be ordered within thirty days of the close of each fiscal year and
copies of the annual audits be filed with the State Auditor and Inspector
within six months after the close of the fiscal year.
The last independent audit filed for the Town of Mannsville and the
MPWA, was an Agreed-Upon Procedures engagement for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 2011, released January 14, 2013.
The independent CPA firm of Rahhal Henderson Johnson PLLC, the firm
who filed the FY2011 report, resigned from the Agreed-Upon Procedures

36
37

11 O.S. § 17-105(B)
60 O.S. § 180.1(A)
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engagement with the Town in a letter dated March 2, 2015. Per an official
of the firm, they had been unable to get sufficient records to perform the
engagement.
Additionally, under 11 O.S. 17-107:
If a municipality does not file a copy of its audit or agreed-uponprocedures report as provided in Section 17-105 of this title, the
State Auditor and Inspector shall notify the Oklahoma Tax
Commission which shall withhold from the municipality its
monthly allocations of gasoline taxes until the audit report is
filed. If a report is not filed within two (2) years after the close of
the fiscal year, the funds being withheld shall be remitted by the
Oklahoma Tax Commission to the county in which the
incorporated city or town is located and deposited to the county
highway fund of that county to be used as otherwise provided by
law.

The failure to obtain a yearly financial audit has resulted in the Town’s
loss of $7,989.83 in gas tax revenue.
Undocumented Cash Withdrawal
Finding

Shonda Barnes signed for a $254.54 cash withdrawal from the MPWA
bank account. No supporting documentation could be provided for
the transaction.
A checking transaction ticket obtained from Landmark Bank reflects
Shonda Barnes signed for a
$254.54 cash withdrawal from
the MPWA bank account on
September 3, 2013.

Per Barnes, she could not recall the purpose for the withdrawal or account
for the disposition of the cash. No supporting documentation was provided
for the transaction.
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Management Representation Letter
Finding

A ‘management representation letter’ presented to Shonda Barnes for
signature from Town officials was not returned to SA&I.
Auditor’s often obtain a management representation letter from the
management of an entity during a financial statement audit. A
management representation letter is presented from the entity being
audited to the auditor, to provide, at a minimum, additional evidence of
management’s acknowledgement of their responsibility, that all records
and data has been made available, and that no known fraud that has
occurred has not been reported.
Even though this engagement was not a financial statement audit; because
of the lack of cooperation from Town officials and the lack of
documentation available for review, a decision was made to request
management to sign a representation letter.
On July 29, 2016, Barnes was presented a “management representation
letter” 38 requesting that signatures be obtained from all elected officials
attesting to their responsibility for the oversight and management of the
Town. The letter was never returned.

38

See management representation letter draft presented at Exhibit 1, Page 93.
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EXHIBIT 1
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EXHIBIT 2
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EXHIBIT 3
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EXHIBIT 4
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EXHIBIT 5
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EXHIBIT 6
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EXHIBIT 7
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EXHIBIT 8
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EXHIBIT 9
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EXHIBIT 10
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EXHIBIT 11
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EXHIBIT 12
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EXHIBIT 13
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EXHIBIT 14
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EXHIBIT 15
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EXHIBIT 16
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EXHIBIT 17
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DISCLAIMER
In this report, there may be references to state statutes and legal authorities which appear
to be potentially relevant to the issues reviewed by this Office. The State Auditor &
Inspector has no jurisdiction, authority, purpose, or intent by the issuance of this report to
determine the guilt, innocence, culpability, or liability, if any, of any person or entity for
any act, omission, or transaction reviewed. Such determinations are within the exclusive
jurisdiction of regulatory, law-enforcement, and judicial authorities designated by law.
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